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INT. NAPEAN SEA RD BUNGALOW - NIGHT1

A 'mehendi' function going on at a bungalow. A bunch of 
young giggly girls fluttering about and hovering around the 
blushing bride. The elderly ladies singing and readying the 
trousseau. The men happily isolated from the razzle dazzle, 
taking refuge at the bar while the servants scurry about to 
give an impression of efficiency. All these details are 
being artistically photographed by someone. 

EXT. & INT. NAPEAN SEA RD BUNGALOW2

Behind the bungalow, a car and couple of bikes eerily glide 
up to the wall and park. Three figures scale the wall 
ominously and scamper inside the bungalow. As a servant 
hurries past, they hide behind pillars and duck below 
steps. They surreptitiously make their way towards the 
ladies gathering. Two of them reach as far as the bar room 
and can go no further.   

The photographs being clicked of the ceremony. Her aunt 
stands in front of the camera. 

AUNTY
Ho gaya photo? Ab thoda kaam kar 
le. Reema ke saath thaal la andar 
se  

One of the intruders braves the men's enclosure and slips 
to the other side. He runs up the steps, crossing the 
ladies area from above and descends stealthily from the 
other side - all the makings of a thriller.  

The trays are picked up by the two girls when the Aunty 
shouts.

AUNTY (O.C.) (CONT'D)
Karishma, Dry fruit wala bhi lana 

KARISHMA
Okay...

The other girl leaves and Karishma reaches the door to exit 
when suddenly a hand shoots out from the curtain and grabs 
her mouth from behind, shocking her.

DINO
Agar zara bhi awaaz ki.. to tumse 
bura koi nahi hoga

As she turns, both faces are revealed - Karishma and Dino. 
They break into a grin. 



KARISHMA
Awesome Dino.. andar kaise aaye?

DINO
Simple.. Aankhen bandh ki aur 
tumhein soonghta hua pahunch 
gaya. By the way, tum last kab 
nahayee thi?

KARISHMA
(Whacks)Oh shush! Kya karna hai?

DINO
Chalo Aunties ke saath gaana-
vaana gaate hain.. ya uncles ke 
saath drink - what do you say? 
Mujhe dekh ke kitna khush honge 
na sab? come..come

He makes to go briskly. She pulls him back.

KARISHMA
Nutcase..!! mujhe jaldi nikalo is 
boring jageh se 

DINO
At your service, Princess..

Dino, Karishma and the other intruders - Uzair and Milind, 
rush across the lawn, climb the wall and jump down the 
other side where other excited friends are waiting. 
Karishma however pauses, standing on top of the wall and 
under the neon signs. Then much to everyone's shock, she 
yanks out her duppatta.. then the top. Friends 
cheer/COMMENT and flash lights at her from the cell phones. 
She gets rid of her traditional elaborate clothes and 
inside it she is wearing a chic party outfit. She does a 
dead man's fall into the waiting arms of Dino. Freeze 
frame!!

TITLES BEGIN 

EXT. BOMBAY STREETS - NIGHT3

The gang speeds off, music kicks in. Its a race against 
time through Malabar hills, Marine drive and Colaba. 

EXT. GATEWAY OF INDIA - NIGHT4

The gang rushes towards the gateway, abandoning their 
vehicles, they jump upon a speed boat which jets them to a 
yacht on the high seas.  

A friend pops a bottle of champagne and sprays it on the 
dance floor. Rapid music beats. 
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The yacht steers deeper into the sea. The coolest party 
ever. Music, booze, no limits and some serious fun!!

(could be the birthday of a friend called Harry, who is 
turning 21 and friends not letting him cut the cake if he 
is a virgin. To which the song ‘Harry is not a brahmachari’ 
can happen)

EXT. HIGH SEAS - NIGHT5

SONG # 1: "Life is a party.. Live it up. No regrets, no 
complains.. I'm going to make every moment my own.. I've 
got this life by the balls."

Apart from the yacht, the song visually captures the uber 
rich urban youth experience: Multiplexes, malls, cafes, 
clubs, KFC, discotheques, terrace parties & bike racing at 
night. Capoiera, flash mobs, underground culture. 

Cafe: Dino orders drinks for everyone. K’s drink registers 
(blue curacao or pink lemonade). Build moments between D & 
K. End of song (soft) Holding hands before parting on 
different bikes.

INT. BINDASS TV6

Snippets of real couples sitting on their couch being 
interviewed for TV. Bindass logo on the side.  

NOTE: These will be original words of real couples. The 
lines below are merely leading  

LADY 1
Bhaagne ke baad che din tak maine 
khaana nahi khaya.. Haalat patli 
ho gayi thi

MAN 3
Isse zyaada mujhe rona aata tha. 
life mein pehli baar ghar se itna 
door gaya tha

LADY 4
Shadi aur honeymoon dono saath 
mein ho gaya humaara.. not bad, 
huh?

INT. KARISHMA'S HOUSE - NIGHT7

A gathering of people in their fineries. The suitor, Samir, 
is in deep red satin shirt and black new age suit. The 
grandmother is talking the most, like holding a court. 
Father is seated regally in his usual silence on a single 
seat high arm sofa. 
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A young man enters with a packet and heads to the bar 
counter to take out a bottle of Black Label. This is 
Mahesh. Seema’s six month baby is crying in the maid's lap 
and Mr Shetty moves his eyes to look at it in distaste. The 
girl enters with mother and everybody goes silent. Samir 
takes a sweeping look at her - Karishma. 

EXT. AYUB’S KEBAB CORNER - NIGHT8

‘Tawa’ sizzles at the food cart as the cook cuts kebab and 
bhaida roti pieces making noise with his utensils. Milind, 
Juhi, Ozair and Dino are standing around a car closeby.  

JUHI
Duniya bhar ki freedom hai lekin 
Shaadi 21 se pehle honi chahiye, 
I don’t understand her parents

DINO
The grand Shetty maryaada!!

Their order arrives. The waiter props up the bonnet on cold 
drink bottles and lays the order. Uzi is most excited

UZAIR
Apna number aa gaya..

They all dig in hungrily. Dino is with his coke, not eating

 JUHI
What? 

DINO
Nothing.. Bhook nahi lagi

MILIND
Karishma ka catwalk ho raha hai, 
isliye? 

DINO
O vinashak kitanu, aisa kuch nahi 
hai humaare beech

JUHI
Tumhare aur Karishma ke beech jo 
hai wo humein pata hai.. Saare 
college ko pata hai, lekin yeh 
pata nahi ki in dono ko kab pata 
chalega.

MILIND
Mereko na solid confusion hai - 
yeh log BFFs hain, lovers hain, 
timepass hai ya DMCM?

OZAIR
(clarifies) Dekho Magar Chuo Mat
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DINO
Guys, tum logon ke bolne se 
Karishma aur mera chakkar shuru 
hone wala nahi hai, ok. And 
secondly, K apne kadak appa ko 
thanda karne ke liye timepass kar 
rahi hai. So chill 

INT. KARISHMA’S HOUSE - NIGHT9

Mahesh hands over drinks to his boss and boy’s father and 
takes a seat. Karishma is seated quietly between her 
Grandmother and sister as the suitor tries to check her out 
on the sly. Karishma suddenly looks up and winks at him. He 
is shocked and looks about. The eager Mother serves snacks 
and drinks to the guests. The infant bawls yet again and Mr 
Shetty's grumble under his sealed lips is enough to 
dispatch Seema to the insides with her responsibility. As 
soon as the suitor looks at Karishma again, she does a 
sultry kiss and a ‘dhak dhak move’. The nervous suitor 
doesn't know where to look. Karishma has her eyes down like 
a typical bashful girl. 

INT. UZAIR'S ROOM - NIGHT10

UZAIR
Le.. Ho gaya download. 

Uzair plucks the Ipod out of the Mac and chucks it towards 
Dino who lunges at it. 

DINO
Kya kar raha hai, gir jaata to?

UZAIR
Karishma ka gift hai, tu girne 
dega kya?

DINO
Teri saari smartness nikaalta 
hoon abhi, aaja maidan mein

They resume playing tennis on Wii. 

UZAIR
So..do you love her? 

DINO
Of course I do. I mean dost 
types. 

UZAIR
Hmm..
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DINO
Lekin pata nahi..kuch aur bhi ho 
sakta hai, but.. how do I know? 
Hum ek doosre ke saath cool hain 
lekin love and all.. - abe yaar 
tu game khel na, ulte seedhe 
sawaal kyun poochta hai??

UZAIR
Cool..

INT. KARISHMA'S HOUSE - NIGHT11

The visitors are leaving. Most of the conversation in Tulu.   

SUITOR'S FATHER
Thank you Shetty sir. It was nice 
to meet you and your family 

MRIDULA
Arre we're going down to see you 
off.

As soon as the door closes, Karishma jumps out of her seat 
and throws away her Dupatta.

KARISHMA
Oh God! lag raha tha shadi ke 
baad hi niklenge yeh log ghar se. 

GRANNY
Kaisa laga ladka?

KARISHMA
South ka superstar hai! Agar maan 
gaya na to next day shaadi 
(chuckles). Mahesh, order pizza 
na please - barbecue chicken and 
diet coke. 

She removes her sandles, chucks her bangles on the table. A 
servant is picking up the mess in her wake.

INT. KARISHMA’S ROOM - NIGHT12

Karishma enters and sees her sister in tears with the baby 
in hand. 

KARISHMA
Tum dono ke tank mein kitna aansu 
hai yaar? Ye chup hoti hai to tu 
shuru ho jaati hai

Karishma takes the baby and plonks herself in the bed, 
playing with her.
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SEEMA
Phone bhi nahi uthha raha hai. 
Aaj ke din to aana chahiye tha na

Renu enters and places her slippers.

KARISHMA
Paani. 

(To Seema)
Itni jaldi thi na shaadi karne 
ki, to handle karo ab. Rone se 
kya hoga? 

SEEMA
Main jaldi mein thi? sab mere 
peeche pad gaye the shaadi karne 
ke liye. 

KARISHMA
Listen Seema, Amma-Appa ne kaha 
shaadi karne ko, lekin unki baat 
manna to tumhaari choice thi na? 
Anyway, look.. I'm sorry. Aansu 
dekh ke hi mera mood off ho jaata 
hai. Ab ise pocho aur yeh socho 
ki khush rehne ke liye kya karna 
hai so that Chimki ko rone mein 
nahi, hasne mein competition do   

Seema perks up and smiles. Renu stands behind quietly with 
a glass of water in her hand.

SEEMA
Aur tum meri situation mein mat 
phasna kabhi

KARISHMA
No chance baby - itna power kisi 
aur ko kabhi nahi dungi. Apni 
kismet ki main hoon..sirf main 
hoon Don

INT. DINO'S HOUSE - DAY13

Its late morning and Dino is snoring as his mother's 
shouting and shaking wakes him up. 

NEENA
Dinesh.. Dinesh! Utho tum..
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DINO
(sleepily)

Dinesh marr gaya Mom..Apne 
ghatiya lower middle class naam 
se tang aa kar suicide kar liya 
usne. Ab Dino so raha hai, 
goodnight!

NEENA
Ek chamaat lagaungi.. Yeh balcony 
se mila. Dekho! Dekho! barbaad 
hone mein koi kasar nahi 
chodhoge?

She's waving a cigarette butt in front of him. Hearing the 
commotion, his elder brother Dev enters. He is dressed in 
smart formals.

NEENA (CONT'D)
Dekho Dev kya mila mujhe.. Iska 
bhi shauk hai bhaisahab ko

DINO
Ek minute.. Ek minute dikhaiye 
to..

He takes the butt and inspects.

DINO (CONT'D)
Kya bhaiya.. Yeh cheap wali kuch 
aukaat wali toh piyaa karo yaar.

Dev's jaw drops and mother turns to him.

NEENA
Dev.. Tum..?! 

DEV
Are lekin main kahan

DINO
Arre Mother India returns.. 
pachees saal ka ho gaya hai 
bhaiya, apna sahi ghalat dekh 
sakta hai. MBA, multinational ki 
naukri, foreign travel, aur aap- 
balcony ki cigarette ke peeche 
padi hui hain..? Arre yeh aap 
logon ka Aagyakaari Putra hai. 
Abhi jaane deejiye.. Phir kabhi 
ghar mein nahi piyega.. Hai na 
A.P?

Dino pats Dev's shoulder. Mother gives him a disapproving 
look and goes out. Dev turns to Dino and whacks him on the 
head
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DEV
you asshole..

DINO
Tumhein koi thodi na kuch 
bolega..? Uff.. maro mat, sar 
mein bahut dard hai 

DEV
Tum to doosron ko sar-dard dene 
ke liye paida hue ho..Tumhein 
kaise kuch ho sakta hai? 

Dino has moved out of his dump and sits at the dining 
table. Father, Pradeep Nigam is standing outside Dino's 
door, perplexed.

PRADEEP
Yahan toofan aaya aur mujhe 
khabar hi nahi hai? Neena!! Yeh 
kamra hai ya dustbin?

She comes out with omellette and bread which Dino starts 
chomping on 

NEENA
Kya karun, bataiye..baat sunta 
hai? Arre kya kar rahe ho! Daan't 
brush karo ja kar

PRADEEP
Sara kapda to bistar pe hai.. 
Sota kahan hai, almari mein ghus 
kar? 

Dino turns to the servant

DINO
Mr Bholu, tamatar ki fasal ka 
wait kar rahe ho ya ketchup 
fridge se laoge? 

Dev comes out of his room with suitcase. Pradeep goes to 
him. He is his pride and joy

PRADEEP
Dev beta.. Have a great trip and 
wish you every success.. 

DEV
Thanks Papa..bye Mummy.

NEENA
Phone karna pahunch kar.. Dinesh, 
ja rahe ho na ise airport chodhne 
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DINO
Nahi.. aaj bahut busy hoon

PRADEEP
Kyun..? Aaj to college bhi nahi 
hai iska

DINO
exactly.. Warna chodh deta 

DEV
No problem. Der ho rahi hai.. 
Taxi le lunga. Bye B.A

Gives Dino a peck on cheek and he reacts in revulsion. As 
Dev leaves, father is obviously grumbling. 

PRADEEP
Bigdi Aulad. Theek kehta hai iske 
baare mein Dev. Yeh nahi ke kisi 
ke kaam aa jayein. Ek Dev hai jo 
itna busy reh kar bhi harr 
zimmedari -

Dino has had enough. Gets up from the table and runs to the 
door and shouts

DINO
Bhaiya ruko.. I'm coming!

EXT. STREETS - DAY14

Dino is driving Dev.

DINO
Aise boring aur 'allegedly' 
corrupt government servant ka 
lecture sunne se to do ghante ki 
drive achhi hai..

DEV
Dhyaan rakhna Mummy-Papa ka.. 
zyaada tang mat karna

DINO
Are tum to chikni chikni ching 
chong ka socho jo Hong Kong mein 
milne wali hain. 

DEV
Haan company to aiyyashi karne ke 
liye hi bhejti hai mujhe...
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DINO
Bechara God - sochta hoga itne 
pyaar se maine khusoorat ladkiya 
banayi aur yeh saala dekhta hi 
nahi hai? Sudhar jao bro, 
bhagwaan ki rah mein aao 

Dino's phone rings and he takes it. 

DINO (CONT’D)
yeah! What the eff man. 5 minutes- 
operation Universal!

The car screeches to a halt on Marine Drive. 

DEV 
Minnie mouse?

DINO
Crisis hai bro.. I have to go

DEV
Candyfloss khatam ho gaya hoga, 
isliye Micky Mouse ko SOS aaya 
hai. Tum log bhi na..

Dino puts Dev's suitcase on the roadside. 

DINO
Humaare planet pe alien dinosaur 
ka attack ho raha hai isliye pant 
andar aur chaddi bahar karne ka 
time aa gaya hai. Superman to the 
rescue!

INT. UNIVERSAL BEER BAR - DAY15

A dilapidated seedy bar in the heart of the busy V.T Area. 
The tables have perspiring middle aged men and right in the 
middle, sticking out like a sore thumb, are Dino and 
Karishma - boozing.  

KARISHMA
Uski full halat kharaab kar di 
thi yaar.. Mujhe to darr tha sofa 
geela kar dega. Lekin phirbhi.. 
Bastard..

She takes a couple of gulps from her glass. A lit cigarette 
is kept on the ashtray. 

DINO
Usne HAAN ki hai to tum NA kar 
do. Simple and strong okay? 
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KARISHMA
Kaun sunega yaar meri?! Yeh Appa 
bhi na.. ek baat dimaagh mein 
ghuss gayi to ghuss gayi.. 

DINO
Aur agar tum phans gayi to main 
to latak jaunga na? Look, Shetty 
ko bolo yeh Mangalore ka village 
nahi hai, aur 90s bhi nahi chal 
raha hai aaj kal. Apne parents ko 
dhakka do zamaane ke saath badhne 
ke liye  

KARISHMA
Samajh nahi rahe ho tum

DINO
Samajhna mujhe nahi, tumhein hai. 
Fight it out K

KARISHMA
ATAH.com

Hand clasp and shake

DINO
Apni Taqdeer Apne Haath

Cut: More beer being poured and guzzled. Getting drunk

KARISHMA
Kisi ko ek baar dekh kar kaise 
koi decide kar sakta hai ki 
zindagi bhar usi ke saath rehna 
hai? Bullshit!!

DINO
Uska intention obvious hai.. wo 
ladka hai, to you know -

KARISHMA
Isi liye to itni shaadiyan work 
nahi karti hain aaj kal. 

DINO
There you go

KARISHMA
Bonding, vibing, trusting each 
other with their lives - time 
lagta hai

DINO
Yeah..like us, just like us 
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KARISHMA
Tuning, common interests, aur 
phir masti karna yaar ek doosre 
ke saath - jaise tum aur main 
karte hain - yeh saari choti 
choti baatein gel karni chahiye 
ki nahi?

DINO
Hold on K - kuch ho raha hai.. 
massive thought types. Haan aa 
gaya - actually hum dono ek 
doosre ke liye fit hain..

KARISHMA
Yeah!(laughter) you know -humein 
shaadi kar leni chahiye

DINO
Done.. Saari tension khatam. 
Janam janam types.. saath rahenge

They laugh and hi-fives. Dino holds her hand and gets up

DINO (CONT’D)
Bhaiyon aur..(no women) aapke 
ghar mein rehne wali behnon! Aap 
sab humaari shaadi mein invited 
hain. (to K)botal khatam kar ke 
jayein ya aa ke khaali karein?

KARISHMA
Yeh serious maamla hai, payment 
ho chuki hai.

DINO
Cool.. To kal lecture bunk kar ke 
mandir chalte hain.. 

KARISHMA
Great! Aur fees ke paise se 
honeymoon karenge.. Cheers!! 

MONTAGE - VARIOUS SHOTS/LOCATIONS16

Sound of guitars being strummed and two-three voices 
singing repeats of a single line - jam session. SONG # 2. 

A. Karishma with her mother who is as usual getting dressed 
for some occasion.  

MRIDULA
Mere ko to aaj tak koi problem 
nahi hua. Athara saal mein Seema 
bhi ho gayi thi. 

13.
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Tu ulta seedha mat soch, Appa ko 
sochne de tere achhe ke liye..

B. With Father exercising on the terrace

DHANANJAY
Aaj jo paisa hai apna paas.. Tum 
log ka education, masti - Sab isi 
kar ke hai ki humaare paas 
tradition hai apna.. family 
tradition.  

C. Dino and some students are jamming near the basketball 
court, as the song continues. Dino looks towards Karishma 
who is looking down. 

D. With Seema who is trying to put her baby to bed.

SEEMA
Mujhe to sab idiot samajhte hain - 
as if maine hi apne liye problems 
create ki hui hain

E. While the lecture is on, Dino moves his hand on the 
bench to hold Karishma's. When he looks at her, she is 
looking out of the window.

F. Karishma is watching TV while Granny and mother are 
checking out dresses for her. Karishma is getting 
exasperated.

G. Karishma retreats to her room, closes the door softly 
behind her. Puts a cushion or a soft toy on her mouth to 
stifle and screams in frustration.  

H. Dino, joined by other students, does a marchpast around 
the indian flag.

I. K looking at her image on the mirror in the darkness of 
her room.

J. Dino is fooling in the corridor with Uzair. Notices 
Karishma just walk past without even realizing. He goes 
after her. 

INT. XAVIER'S STEPS - DAY17

Dino catches up with Karishma on the steps. 

DINO
Us ladke ka number nikaalo.. 
dekhta hoon saale ko. 

She smiles and walks on. Dino pursues

14.
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DINO (CONT'D)
Aisa kuch nahi hai jo main crack 
nahi kar sakta hoon. So come on, 
batao

She looks at him. 

EXT. XAVIER'S TERRACE - DAY.18

With classrooms on one side, Karishma walks to the terrace 
with Dino. 

KARISHMA
Uss din jo keh rahe the bar 
mein.. tum serious the?

DINO
Oh wo.. Made for each other..?

KARISHMA
Haan..  

DINO
Wow!! dekho K.. meri serious hone 
ki aukaat nahi hai... and mazaak 
ki baat nahi hai. Hey, nice one 
na? Aukat and baat-

KARISHMA
Agar main serious hoon to? 

Dino is silent.

KARISHMA (CONT'D)
Is weekend meri engagement hone 
wali hai

DINO
Engagement?! ..Lekin wo toot bhi 
to sakti hain. Us tharki ka aisa 
game karunga ki hathaoda le ke 
engagement todega. Just see!

KARISHMA
What’s the point - engagement 
karo aur todo? On prinicpal main  
aisa nahi karungi. Engagement usi 
se karungi jisse shaadi karni hai 
aur shaadi usse karungi jo 
humesha mere saath rahega - janam 
janam types!

DINO
Dekho K.. yeh Universal bar nahi 
hai
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KARISHMA
Aur main hans bhi nahi rahi hoon.

DINO
Locha.com!! yaar college mein 
hain hum log... baap ke kharch pe 
ji rahe hain.

KARISHMA
Kabhi to bade honge na.. 

DINO
Arre ek ghante baad kya karne 
waala hoon, iska to idea hai nahi 
mujhe, bade hone ka kaise plan 
kar loon..? Shetty ko kya 
bolunga? rice plate bana dega 
mera! Haan, Nigam Babu se keh 
sakta tha baat karne - lekin unse 
zyaada faltu to mujhe koi aur 
samajhta hi nahi hai

KARISHMA
Isi liye nahi bata rahi thi.. 
pata tha tum kuch nahi kar sakte 
ho. Afterall Dino, meri problem 
hai, main handle karungi

She walks away and Dino is reeling in the shock of it all. 

DINO
Oh Man!! This is un-bloody-real

INT. DINO'S HOUSE - DAY19

Father has just returned from tennis. Mother has made tea. 
Dino emerges from his room - bathed and wearing crisp 
clothes. Looking at him, parents stop in mid-action.

DINO
Good Morning Mummy. Good Morning 
Papa

Father looks at his watch and around the house. 

PRADEEP
Ghar ki saari ghadiyan kharaab ho 
gayi hain kya? 

NEENA
Abhi exams to nahi hona chahiye 

DINO
Mujhe aap dono se kuch baat karni 
hai
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PRADEEP
Mamla serious hai, I think.. 
baith jao Neena. 

NEENA
Koi badi problem hai beta? Police 
case.. 

DINO
Haan.. I mean.. police case?! Kya 
mom aap bhi! Dekhiye, main 
zimmedari lena chahta hoon. 

NEENA
(mortified) hey Bhagwaan.. 

DINO
Ghar ka kaam-vaam share karunga.. 
Contribute karunga.. kyunki part 
time music karke thode paise bhi 
bana sakta hoon.   

NEENA
Hmm..Ambulance bulate hain. Gaadi 
se pagal khaane le jayenge to 
kood jayega bahar..

The parents burst into laughter and Dino is shocked.

DINO
Aap hans rahe hain? pata hai 
kitne offers hain mere paas bands 
ke..? 

JUMP CUT: 

Father is now ready for office and having breakfast. 

DINO (CONT’D)
Papa.. Aap ek ladki ke father se 
baat kar sakte hain please? Main 
bilkul serious hoon

PRADEEP
Very good..! Dev ke liye kisi ko 
dekha hai kya? 

DINO
Nahi.. Apne liye.. 

PRADEEP
(laughs)

Aaj bahut mood mein ho tum. First 
April to gayi.. 

17.
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Oh- kahin camera chupa ke rakkha 
hoga bakra banane, hain? Good 
one..good one.

JUMP CUT:

Father enters the lift to leave and just before it shuts, 
Dino jumps in, much to his shock. 

DINO
Papa, bahut urgent hai. Meri 
zindagi ka sawaal hai. Mere liye 
asaan nahi hai -  

PRADEEP
Buss.. Bahut ho gaya Dinesh! 

DINO
Aap meri ek baat maan lijiye, 
phir God promise, main aapki har 
baat manunga. Apna saara nonsense 
bund kar dunga. 

PRADEEP
Drugs le rahe ho kya? Hosh mein 
nahi ho tum. Aur bakwaas sunne ka 
waqt nahi hai mere paas.  

Not deeming it worth engaging with, Pradeep is about to get 
out of the lift but Dino stands at the door 

DINO
Dekhiye, main yeh nahi keh raha 
hoon ki mujhe kal hi shaadi karni 
hai, lekin...

PRADEEP
Shaadi!?! 

DINO
Yes Papa, main soch raha-

Father grabs him by the collar and pushes him to a side

PRADEEP
Ek lagaunga na, saare doodh ke 
daant jhad jayenge! Kis layak ho 
tum,hain? Yeh ghar, kapde..pocket 
money bund kar doon to apne dum 
pe ek din survive nahi kar 
sakoge! Guitar leke bheek maangne 
se zyaada ki aaukaat nahi hai aur 
Chale hain shaadi karne.. hato 
saamne se! 

Father leaves. Dino stands seething as the lift closes as 
V.O overlaps
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INT. BINDASS TV INTERVIEWS 20

MAN 2
Aur koi rasta hi nahi bacha tha 
humaare paas. 

MAN 4
Maine poocha saath degi? Isne 
kaha deti hoon. Buss itna sunna 
tha - haath pakda aur out.

WOMAN 3
Pata nahi kya hai aisa, jab apne 
bachhon ki baat aati hai to Ma-
baap dimaagh ke saare khidki 
darwaze bund kar dete hain.

MAN 1
Apan bhi hero the na.. Duniya ki 
aisi ki taisi

EXT. CHURCHGATE STATION - DAWN.21

Really early in the morning. Business around the station is 
starting. A handful of people shuffling out. Karishma 
standing at a corner with a suitcase, large bag and small 
pieces. Dino comes up in a motorcycle with his bag in front 
and guitar over his shoulder. 

DINO
Come, lets go..

Karishma stares at him. 

KARISHMA
Ismein? 

DINO
To local ki ticket lein? Chalein 
Bhayander? Oye?! 

He's realized the amount of luggage. 

DINO (CONT'D)
Tum elope kar rahi ho ya ghar ki 
shifting?

KARISHMA
Aur tum concert mein ja rahe ho? 
Main fender pe baithungi? 

DINO
Okay.. Okay..thoda samaan hum log 
up-down kar ke adjust kar lenge. 
No problem.
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As he is picking up stuff he hears a pup's bark.

DINO (CONT'D)
Yeh toh... 

A pup peeps out of handbag 

DINO (CONT'D)
yeh kya hai?!

KARISHMA
Maine abhi abhi bachaya bechare 
ko. Bade bade kutte ise dara rahe 
the. Iski ma bhi nahi dikh rahi 
hai kahin.. So..

DINO
Isko saath rakhne ka to nahi soch 
rahi ho na tum?

KARISHMA
Main ise phir se orphan bana 
doon? maar daalenge ise yeh kutte 
to? 

DINO
Arre please yaar.. Its a street 
dog. Ditch it K

KARISHMA
Tum apna guitar ditch karo. Thodi 
to jageh banegi?

DINO
Arre guitar ke peeche hi pad gayi 
ho..

Dino gets aware of people staring at them. Dawn is 
breaking. 

DINO (CONT’D)
I don't beleive this.. 

A 'pauwala' and newspaper stall is close by.

CUT-

Karishma's suitcase and Dino's bag are thrown on the 
wayside with stuff pouring out. The motorcycle has several 
polythene bags with clothes etc around it, Karishma's bag, 
Dino's guitar in front and ofcourse the pup, comfortably 
peeping out of Karishma's jacket now.... And they are off. 
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INT. BINDASS TV STUDIO22

With the image of MAN 1 from the interview frozen behind on 
the multiple screen display, the hostess enters camera.

ROSE
Thoda action, thoda gaana and pyaar 
ka ek aur afsaana! Hi! Main hoon 
Rose Fonseca aur aap dekh rahe hain 
Midnight Masti. Jaisa ke you would 
have guessed, is episode ka topic 
hai elopement, yaani bhaag ke 
shaadi karna. Aaj main aapko bahot 
hi interesting logon ke baare mein 
bataane waali hoon -The story of D 
& K..

Music has started..

EXT. VARIOUS LOCATIONS23

SONG # 3 - The Runaways love song.

Music of the 'runaway song' kicks in fully. They ride out 
of the city. On the highway, Dino stops the bike and gets 
off.

KARISHMA
Kya hua? Mind change kar rahe ho?

DINO
Ek important baat yaad aa gayee. 

She looks at him in question. 

DINO (CONT'D)
I love you

The lyrics start. He kisses her on the lips and gets back 
on the bike. She smiles and holds him from behind as the 
journey resumes through the misty Western Ghats. The 
milestone reads GOA.

The song is about love showing the way. Everything is 
beautiful when there is love. Being the master of ones own 
destiny. The world is waiting for us.

The song captures their freedom and spirit. Karishma is 
relishing the liberty and is completely uninhibited. 
Jumping into the river and dancing on a ridge. They are 
really happy with each other and enjoying the journey. 
Karishma is taking pictures through the journey. 
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INT. DINO'S HOUSE - DAY24

UZAIR
Uncle, I swear.. mother swear 
uncle

PRADEEP
Dekho Uzair, tumko uski sari baat 
pata hoti hai, saare kaam saath 
karte ho tum dono.

Uzair is sitting flustered and Pradeep is standing on his 
head, exasperated. Doorbell rings and Neena comes out 

NEENA
Dev pehli flight le kar aa rah 
hai 

Pradeep rushes to the door. Its a fuming Dhananjay, a 
sobbing Seema and a distraught Mridula. 

MRIDULA
Kahan hai meri beti.. Kahan hai? 
Please aapko batana padega. 

PRADEEP
Arre mujhe in dono ka pata hota 
behenji to aise blood pressure 
badha raha hota apna?

DHANANJAY
Karishma raat tak nahi aaya to 
kidnaping ka case karega aapka 
beta pe. Andar kara dega main 
usko

PRADEEP
O Mr Shetty! Problem aapki beti 
mein hai. Zabardasti uska rishta 
kar rahe the, isi liye bhaagi hai 
wo. Aur Dinesh uske chakkar mein 
aa gaya - Gadha to hai hi ek 
number ka.

DHANANJAY
Poora college pareshan hai Dino 
se.. Badmaash hai wo

PRADEEP
Accha!? Khud beer baar chalatein 
hain aur doosre ko badmash bolte 
hain?
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DHANANJAY
Arre beer bar.. Permit hai apna 
paas. Aapka aadmi log aata hai 
udhar hafta lene, poocho 

A huge argument has ensued. Full out name calling etc.

EXT. GOA RESORT - NIGHT 25

A bell boy is walking to the camera. Some moans could be 
heard. As the bell boy moves out of frame, Dino and 
Karishma tread up slowly and in evident pain. 

KARISHMA
Maine kaha tha - bike isn't a 
good idea.

DINO
O bhai mere.. extra pillow de 
dena. Ek sar ke neeche rakhunga 
aur ek takleef ke neeche

KARISHMA
Do extra de dena please.. takleef 
mere paas bhi hai 

INT./EXT. GOA RESORT ROOM - NIGHT26

Dino and Karishma come out to the balcony overlooking the 
sea.

KARISHMA
Wow! Can you believe this.. hum 
dono, is tarah?

DINO
Really..! K, hum koi blunder to 
nahi kar rahe hain na? Kyunki 
abhi bhi der nahi hui hai.

KARISHMA
Darr to mujhe bhi lag raha hai. 
Dino, lekin I'm confident hum 
sahi kar rahe hain. Humaari 
zindagi hai, decide hum karenge 
na.. Koi doosra kyun karega?

DINO
Aur jab decision ho hi chuka hai 
to uska reward bhi milna chahiye, 
Mehennat ka meetha phal..

He is getting physical with her. The pup is whining. 
Karishma moves away. 
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KARISHMA
Sar se pair tak dhool-mitti hai.. 
I'm stinking 

DINO
I don’t mind baby.. Aaja (licks) 
saaf karta hoon 

KARISHMA
Chee..! you're disgusting. Oh ho 
Jerry, you also na! Dino, janu ka 
bed bana do please 

Hands her stoll to him

KARISHMA (CONT’D)
Do some more ‘mehennat’, hmm? 

She goes to the bathroom. Dino looks at the whimpering pup. 
Takes out his frustration.

DINO
Bhooka, pyaasa, nanga saala..

Keeps the stoll in one corner of the balcony. 

                   DINO (CONT'D)
Chal so ja chup chap

Shuts the door from inside. 

INT. GOA RESORT ROOM - NIGHT 27

The bathroom door opens and Karishma comes out - bathed and 
fresh. Sees Dino lying on the bed and goes to him. Getting 
Romantic. 

KARISHMA
Hello dirty boy..! Tumhaara 
meetha phal aa gaya.. Dino! Arre 
yaar..

Dino is fast asleep. She plonks down beside him. As she 
looks at him sleeping so blissfully, disappointment gives 
way to contentment and she smiles.  

EXT. HOUSE ON THE CLIFF - DAY28

DINO
Sab A.C water chal raha hai na? 

OWNER
Yes re.. all working condition.

Dino hands him a wad of notes. 
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OWNER (CONT'D)
Chal.. Enjoy!

DINO
Same to you man

Owner rides off

INT. GOA HOUSE - DAY29

Karishma is charged up as Dino enters

KARISHMA
Dino, this is a dream!

DINO
Jaise chahe rahenge..Jo chahe 
karenge

KARISHMA
This is the best view ..and hum 
apna bed yahin rakhenge. Aur kuch 
nahi rahega hall mein. Then wo 
kamra tumhare music ke liye aur 
andar wala hoga mera studio. 
Done?  

DINO
Jo bologi Princess, wahi hoga

KARISHMA
Good? To sabse pehle prawn curry 
rice? I'm starving

DINO
Bhookh nahi jaaneman- pyaas lagi 
hai mujhe.. Jawaani ki pyaas. 

KARISHMA
Dino..Tumhein jab pyaar aata hai 
tum villain ke jaise kyun karne 
lagte ho? 

DINO
Kyunki hero gaana gaake khush 
rehta hai aur villain ko wahi 
chahiye hota hai jo mujhe chahiye

KARISHMA
(whacks) 

Sheh..creep! ab chalo- Jerry ko  
bhi bhook lagi hai. Come my Janu!  

DINO
Villain to yeh hai saala.. Jaanu 
ki jaan nahi li na to -
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Suddenly Karishma holds him and plants a kiss.

KARISHMA
Dino,thanks. Main..mujhe na kabhi 
aisa nahi laga hai. kabhi kisi ne 
kiya nahi hai itna mere liye 

He smiles back. 

KARISHMA (CONT'D)
Lekin iska yeh matlab nahi ki tum 
cheap type behave karo.. Its a 
massive put off

She walks away

DINO
Arre yaar.. ek cheez hoti hai 
'mazaak', uska koi idea nahi hai 
kya Shetty logon ko? (mimicking) 
Yah khaali Serious rehneka.. rice 
plate khaaneka..rum peeneka   

EXT. GOA MONTAGE30

Karishma, Dino and Jerry on a bike zipping through the 
paddy fields of Goa. Lunch at a shack. Crossing a river on 
a barge. Getting tattoos inked on the backhand. Climbing up 
Chapora fort. Beer at the Mango tree. Dancing with a live 
band at Cavala. Frolicking at the beach - Karishma pours 
sand on Dino and he dunks her in the water.

EXT. BAGA STREET - EVENING31

As they emerge on the street from the beach, Karishma walks 
to one side

DINO
O, bike wahan hai

KARISHMA
Hold on.. Jerry aage bhaag gaya

He also moves in her direction

DINO
Son of a beach..oye, yeh kya!?

He notices Dev (who is sitting at distance with his eyes on 
the bike). He makes to go towards him when Karishma pulls 
him behind a stall.

KARISHMA
Shh.. Kuch gadbad hai
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DINO
Arre lekin yeh Bhaiya hai yaar

KARISHMA
just wait.. 

Dino and Karishma skirt around and look. They see Mahesh 
and cops waiting/hidden. 

KARISHMA (CONT’D)
Humein pakadne aaye hain

DINO
Bhaiya kaise yaar...?

KARISHMA
Jaldi nikalna hoga 

Dino looks towards his brother once and leaves with a heavy 
heart. 

EXT. BAGA STREET - LATE EVENING32

Mahesh walks up to Dev

MAHESH
Andhera to ho raha hai.. Main 
beach pe dekhta hoon. 

DEV
Boss, Agar un logon ne humein 
pehle dekh liya to bhaag jayenge. 
Better hai hum unke bike tak 
pahunchne ka wait karein

COP
Abhi kya karna hai?

MAHESH
Andhera to ho raha hai.. 

DEV
Come on Dino.. Where are you?!

EXT. KOLHAPUR - NIGHT33

A bus stops in the dead of the night. Karishma and Dino get 
off and look around. Everything is dark and still. They are 
in the middle of nowhere. 

KARISHMA
What kind of a place is this, 
yaar? 
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DINO
Hmm..Sannata.com!

Dino and Karishma just walk along trying to grasp the 
unusual surroundings.

EXT. TEMPLE - NIGHT34

DINO
Yeh route yahan se.. And then 
Karnataka? Not really!!

They are sitting on the steps of the only place with enough 
lights in the locality - a Mandir. Dino constantly keeps 
turning the road-map, trying to figure out a route. Not 
convinced.. 

KARISHMA
Next year bhaagna chahiye tha - 
21 ke baad legally koi kuch nahi 
kar sakta hai humaara

DINO
Arre, itna bada desh hai 
humaara,chupne ke liye jageh ki 
koi kami nahi hogi. Bas Goa jaisi 
obvious jagah avoid karna hai 

KARISHMA
Cool.. to kaun si unobvious jageh 
ja sakte hain? 

DINO
This princess.. hum yahan jayenge 
- Right in the heart of the 
country

He points it out on the map. 

KARISHMA
Nagpur!.. really?! 

DINO
Mera ek Chacha hai..cousin types, 
Bahut hi cool hai - beer, sutta 
and all. Yahan safe rahenge hum.  

KARISHMA
Are you sure? 

She’s looking at him, unconvinced.

DINO
What?! Are yaar yeh bhaiya nahi 
hai, yeh kamina hai. Iske saare 
secrets pata hain mujhe 
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Karishma holds him.

KARISHMA
I'm nervous Dino.. Darr lag raha 
hai agar hum pakde gaye to? 

Dino thinks

DINO
Hum ek doosre ke baare mein sure 
hain na? 

She jerks away..

KARISHMA
Thodi der nahi ho gayi abhi yeh 
doubt karne ke liye?

DINO
Nahi main buss cross check kar 
raha tha.. kyunki ek idea hai 
mere paas 

KARISHMA
Kya..?!

EXT. MARRIAGE REGISTRAR'S OFFICE- DAY35

Karishma with a red chunnari over her head, sindoor in her 
maang and a box of sweet, is waiting with Jerry while Dino 
(with pagdi and chunnari)is haggling with the priest and 
some other touts.. 

TOUT 1
Khushi ka din hai..dil khol ke 
dene ka na

TOUT 2
Special request pe kiya tha, 
special request

DINO
Aaplog khushi feel karne de rahe 
ho kya? 

PRIEST
Arre saat janam ka one time mein 
ho raha hai, socho 

DINO
Yeh lo yaar.. 

He stuffs some money in their hand and comes to Karishma in 
a huff
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DINO (CONT’D)
Small town innocence my foot! 
Mumbai ke choron ko sharm aa jaye 
inke saamne. 

KARISHMA
Relax yaar, relax! Kaam to ho 
gaya na..Mr. Shetty?  

Dino waves the certificate around

DINO
O teri - Main bhi Shetty! ek baat 
bolun, Mrs Nigam? - Dharti se le 
kar aasmaan tak; qayamat se 
qayamat -  

Karishma stuffs a laddoo in his mouth, gagging him

KARISHMA
Happy!?

INT. BINDASS TV 36

MAN 5
It took 3 years for our families 
to accept us

MAN 6
Kahan honge, kis haal mein honge.
Ghussa neeche hota hai aur chinta 
upar

WOMAN 3
End mein Ma-baap ka dil jo hai, 
wo to mome ka hi hota hai na 

CUT TO: 

The hostess in front of the multiple screens

ROSE
D ne apni umar ghalat bata ke ki, 
lekin shaadi to hui na? Ab sirf 
parents ko line pe aana tha, phir 
sab peaceful. Lekin ..jahan 
kahaani ka end hona chahiye, 
wahan D aur K ka safar pick up 
liya tha

EXT. NAGPUR RAILWAY STATION - DAY37

Dino and Karishma emerge out of the station. Crowded, noisy 
and filth all around.
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KARISHMA
How exotic!..humaara honeymoon 
destination 

They move and merge into the mass of humanity

INT. CHACHA’S HOUSE - DAY38

Establishing shot.

COOL CHACHA
Ab araam se yahan par raho aur 
milkar khoob gandh machayenge..    

The chacha is a 45 yr old hero looking guy. Quite stylish. 
Dino and Karishma are sprawled in his drawing room with 
cans of coke. Jerry is nibbling at biscuits.

DINO
Maine kaha tha na chacha cool 
hai.. Yeh darr rahi thi bechari

COOL CHACHA
Arre.. darna hi chahiye, Chacha 
hoon, hain? (laughs). Arre jab 
tak ki ro ro ke ma baap na 
bulayein, kabhi mat jana wapis

KARISHMA
Thanks Chacha.. 

COOL CHACHA
Welcome bhatiji 

(to Dino) 
Tum yahan so rehna aur tum.. 
Andar kamre mein. Waise agar dono 
hi kamre mein rehna chahte ho 
to.. I really don't have a 
problem.

DINO
Cool

Karishma is flustered.

KARISHMA
Nahi nahi.. we're fine.. andar 
bahar

COOL CHACHA
As you wish, tumhaara ghar hai. 
And now for some beer!! 
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INT. COOL CHACHA'S HOUSE - NIGHT39

Late in the night. Dino is lying on the couch restless. 

INT. CHACHA'S HOUSE / BEDROOM - NIGHT40

Karishma is sleeping when Dino sneaks up to her.

DINO
Mera wait kar rahi thi na? Ab 
shuru karein antakshari? 

KARISHMA
Dino mujhe abhi bhi darr lag raha 
hai. 

DINO
Abhi saara stress door karta hoon 
jaaneman!

He kisses her and pops open her shirt button with his 
teeth. He moves to the next one when she stops him

DINO (CONT’D)
Shaadi ki hai, certificate hai

KARISHMA
Shaadi ka hai, bachhe ka nahi na? 
wo laye ho.. Protection?

DINO
Oh hell!!.. Wait! Chacha!! 

KARISHMA
Are you crazy?! Unse nahi mangoge

DINO
Are bachelor aadmi hai.. Rakkha 
hoga kahin, doondh loonga. But by 
God Mrs Nigam- Aaj to yeh kaam ho 
ke rahega

She giggles and blushes. 

INT. CHACHA'S HOUSE & ROOM - NIGHT41

Dino is searching the living room when he hears Jerry 
barking. Goes to him. 

DINO
Ab kya ho gaya yaar?

As he is about to pick him up, he hears Chacha talking on 
the phone in the balcony.
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COOL CHACHA
..Wo kahin jaane wale nahi hain, 
tum bus pahunch jao jaldi. Yeah.. 
I will make sure. 

Dino is shocked.

INT. CHACHA'S HOUSE - BEDROOM42

Dino runs in and shuts the door, shocking Karishma

DINO
We're screwed.. Saala bastard

KARISHMA
Kaun..?

DINO
Yeh chacha saala bata diya 
humaare baare mein.. ho kya gaya 
hai mere logon ko yaar?! 

KARISHMA
I knew it.. I knew it..!!

DINO
Samaan uthao chalo.. bhago! Main 
door nahi, balcony se

INT. CHACHA'S HOUSE - BEDROOM - DAY43

In the morning, Cool Chacha and Dev come to the door.

COOL CHACHA
Abhi tak so rahe honge bechare

He opens the door and the room is empty. Dev runs to 
balcony and notices bed sheets going down. 

DEV
..bloody hell!

EXT. RANDOM STATION - DAY44

With the afternoon sun on them, Dino and Karishma are at a 
non-descript absolutely vacant station far from the city. 

DINO
Kyunki humlog is waqt railway 
line pe khade hain, humaare paas 
do raaste hain. Ek is taraf aur 
ek us taraf. 
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KARISHMA
Ha ha! what a funny joke! kitna 
maza aa raha hai na yahan pe? 

DINO
Mood kyun kharaab kar rahi ho? 
Theek hai Chacha ke sath work out 
nahi kiya lekin ab koi aur plan 
bana lenge

KARISHMA
Work out nahi kiya?! meri baat to 
sunte nahi ho tum.. didnt i say -

DINO
Chill yaar K..

KARISHMA
Tumari wajeh se do do baar pakde 
jane waale the, So what chill, 
haan?! Sorry bolna chahiye, kuch 
serious ho ke sochna chahiye, 
lekin saara focus to joke maarne 
mein laga hua hai

DINO
What!! Sorry kyun bolun main?

KARISHMA
Of course, you will become less 
of a man then, hai na? 

DINO
Aur tum apne aap ko bahut 
Princess samajhti ho kya!? harr 
kaam main karun, saare plans main 
banaun and you will sit pretty 
and yak yak yak yak..

KARISHMA
You know.. You are right. Main 
tumhein blindly follow kar rahi 
thi lekin tum to khud hi andhe 
ho. Ab kahan jaana hai, kya karna 
hai main decide karungi

DINO
Taaliyaan.. Taaliyaan, finally 
aankh khulee. Good morning! 

KARISHMA
(thinking)

Jab humaare parents ko yeh 
feeling ayegi ke hum nahi 
maanenge, tabhi to wo maanenge.  
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DINO
Ek do hafta, ya mahina bhi lag 
sakta hai

KARISHMA
To theek hai phir, Yeh wali line 
Mumbai jaati hai na..to hum iss 
taraf jayenge (opposite). 

Dino turns to her in shock

DINO
Yehi to main..hello..what was I 
saying.. Hello!!

She stands smiling proudly.

EXT. RAIPUR / PLATFORM - DAY45

The train is stationary at a platform and the vendors are 
shouting their wares. Dino looking disheveled as if he's 
just got up from sleep. Looks around and then approaches a 
vendor. 

DINO
Boss.. Yahan kahin kutte ka 
biscuit milne ka chance hai kya? 

The vendor looks at him with distrust. 

CUT TO: 

Dino comes to Karishma with a bunch of biscuits.

DINO (CONT’D)
Milk biscuit, elaichi biscuit, 
orange biscuit.. Kuch to pasand 
aayega Jerry ko. 

KARISHMA
Any idea kis type ki jagah hai 
yeh?

DINO
Bahut hi zyaada khubsoorat hai. 
Ash ke naam pe hai na - Raipur?

His snigger is cut short by a piercing look.

DINO (CONT'D)
No joke.. no idea 

HELPFUL PASSENGER
.. Chattisgarh ki Rajdhani hai 
Raipur. Naam nahi suna aapne? 
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Dino and Karishma look at each other. 

CUT: 

The train is moving. Dino and Karishma manage to get off. 

KARISHMA
I don’t think koi soch bhi sakta 
hai ki hum yahan honge ..

EXT. RAIPUR ROAD - DAY46

Dino and Karishma walking with a tout.. 

DINO
Kahan hai boss..?

TOUT
Bass do minute sir. Top ki A-1 
jagah hai.. AC TV sab.. 

DINO
Yeh poora sheher hi Kalbadevi hai 
yaar

KARISHMA
Mujhe sirf ek achha hotel chahiye 
Mr Shetty. Pehle boiling water 
mein nahaungi and then- chilled 
beer..

They do a hi-five

INT. HOTEL KING AND QUEEN /LOBBY - DAY47

RECEPTIONIST
Sir, 7500 advance please.. 

TOUT
Apna hotel hai sir, phael ke 
rahiye yahan. ekdum too good 
jagah hai 

Dino takes out a couple of thousand from his pocket and 
turns to Karishma

DINO
K, paise dena..

She takes out a few 500 rupee notes to his shock. 

KARISHMA
Certificate mein laga tha na? 
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DINO
Itne hi paise layi thi tum? 

KARISHMA
Bole the zyada laane? 

DINO
Arre thodi to akal lagaati. Maine 
to Bhaiya ka drawer bhi khaali 
kar diya yaar

The tout leans on the counter with hand on his face. 

RECEPTIONIST
Excuse me.. We accept credit 
cards

Karishma is about to fish one out when Dino stops her

DINO
Trace ho jayega.. 

KARISHMA
To kya karna hai? 

TOUT
Time to barbad kar diya.. Ab aur 
kya karoge? Paise nahi hain to 
phuto saala 

INT. FANTASTIC LODGE/ RECEPTION - DAY48

Dino places a thousand rupees on the counter and gets a key 
in return. Karishma looks up - the place is really run down

INT. FANTASTIC ROOM - DAY49

Karishma is sitting looking around the tattered and tacky 
room in disgust. A bucket of hot water is outside the 
bathroom door.  

KARISHMA
What a bloody dump! 

Dino comes out of the bathroom in just a towel

DINO
Aah- kya relief mila. Jabse 
bhaage hain, apni factory mein to 
taala hi lag gaya tha 

Karishma goes inside the bathroom and comes out screaming. 
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KARISHMA
Dino.. You..!! Kitna ganda mehek 
raha hai.. 

DINO
Tumhaari potty se gulab baraste 
hain kya? 

She takes the bucket inside. Dino picks up the hair brush.

DINO (CONT'D)
(annoyed) 

Arre yaar..ismein se apna baal to 
nikaal diya karo 

KARISHMA
Damn it Dino.. Ek hi towel hai 
aur tum ise.. Wo karne ke baad..

She snatches it and goes into the bathroom. Dino is left 
grappling his modesty.

DINO
Ai.. What the hell!! you.. Cheap 
behavior!!

EXT. TEA ROOM - DAY50

Dino and Karishma are having tea and biscuits at a dingy 
place. Karishma is jotting down and Dino gives Jerry some 
biscuits.

DINO
Khana peena - din ka 300 to hoga

KARISHMA
300 into 30 - 9000 Rs. 

DINO
Rent and transportation ho gaya, 
Entertainment kar do 5000 minimum

KARISHMA
Shopping include karke 28000 per 
month ho raha hai aur humaare 
paas hain 4500. 

DINO
Yaar..motorcycle honi chahiye thi 
abhi. Kam se kam do-teen mahina 
sochna nahi padta.. 
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INT. JEWELLER'S STORE - DAY51

Karishma hands over her chain, bracelet, tops and both 
their watches. Gets 15000 in return. Through the glass, 
Dino could be seen playing with Jerry outside.

INT. FANTASTIC ROOM - NIGHT52

Dino and Karishma have changed into their nightsuits. She 
has an Ipad which is not working. Keeps it away in disgust. 
She has spread her shawl over the bed to sleep in. Dino 
lies down on her side and starts caressing her. She isn't 
responding. 

DINO
Now what? ab to villain types bhi 
nahi kar raha hoon 

KARISHMA
Dino, humaara first time is 
gande, mehekte hue kamre mein 
hoga kya? I mean, I’ll feel cheap 
forever.. Samajh rahe ho na..?

DINO
Yeah, of course!! of course!!

He lies back and both are staring at the ceiling. 

KARISHMA
Socha tha hum dono humesha ke 
tereh khoob mazaa karenge. Humein 
to koi problem ho hi nahi sakti 
hai. Khula asmaan, nadi, pahaad 
and somewhere in this, humaara 
pyaara sa ghar - lekin ab dikh 
raha hai- reality aur fairytale 
ka fark 

DINO
K..Jab tak hum dono saath hain 
na, reality ko fairytale bana 
sakte hain. Humhaara wo pyaara sa 
ghar dhoondh ke rahenge.. just 
see

Stay. And phone ring overlaps.

INT. BINDASS TV STUDIO53

Rose takes the Skype call (projected on a screen) 
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ROSE
Hello and welcome to Midnight 
Masti. 

CALLER (PUNEET)
Hi Rose! Puneet here. Aisa lag 
raha hai ki aap bilkul meri 
kahaani suna rahi hain. Buss fark 
itna hai ki humne bhaag ke shaadi 
nahi ki thi.  

MAN 7
Aata daal ka bhaav pata chal 
jaata hai. Aap plan kuch banaate 
ho aur hone kuch aur hi lagta hai

EXT. HIGHWAY - DAY54

A rickety bus rattling through arid landscape is packed 
with mankind. Its sweaty and smelly and while Karishma is 
almost sticking her head out of the window, Dino has his 
Ipod and sleeping unperturbed. A thin man in specs sitting 
behind glances at them. Shots of the bus travelling through 
Chattisgarh. 

EXT. HIGHWAY - DAY55

DINO
Yeh jagah perfect hai humaare 
liye. Sheher se door na, saste 
mein kaam ho jaata hai

Dino shows a brochure to Karishma

DINO (CONT’D)
Yeh dekho - pahad ke oopar guest 
house, neeche nadi..cool na?  

KARISHMA
I think pehli baar main kisi 
jungle mein ja rahi hoon

DINO
And you know what’s cool? Ram aur 
Sita ka honeymoon bhi jungle mein 
hua tha.. 

The bus comes to a halt. They look out. There’s a winding 
line of vehicles with a police ‘bandobast’. Some sort of 
checking is going on. K and D gets somewhat nervous. 

KARISHMA
Oh God.. Police!
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As the cops are taking their time checking, D and K get 
off. There are a few other passengers standing around. 

DINO
Yeh..kya ho raha hai, bhaisahab?

IRRITATED MAN
Dhol baj raha hai humaara. Ek 
taraf police baja rahi hai aur 
doosri taraf Maovadi, samjhe?

LOCAL
Checking chal raha hai, ID card 
hai na? 

KARISHMA
(whispers)..Pakde jayenge kya?  

DINO
What’s Maovadi..? 

Honking. They see jeeps ferrying people in another 
direction down a rural road. 

EXT. JEEP/RURAL RD - DAY56

Dino and Karishma are in a stuffy jeep like tinned 
sardines. The spectacled man from the bus, Heera is seated 
next to Dino., who is going through the map at the back of 
the brochure and trying to figure out.  

DINO
Boss, yahan aage ek forest logde 
hai na? 

HEERA
Haan hai..

DINO
Oh good! Room to mil jayega na? 

HEERA 
Nahi.. Sab kamra book hai 

DINO
Oh No!

HEERA
Police ka booking hai - 
interrogation center hai, 
maovaadi log ke liye

D turns to K

DINO
Mao.. Maovadi?
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KARISHMA
Nahi sunna chahiye tha mujhe.. 
Tumhaari koi bhi baat manni hi 
nahi chahiye. You’re such a -  

DINO
Kya.. Haan, what? Tum itni smart 
ho na, to mere saath kyun ho?

KARISHMA
Because nahi hoon main smart. 
Gadhi hoon main, happy?!

Pause. Dino sees a cock-fight ahead

DINO
Hey, look look look..

Karishma takes out her camera and starts clicking.

BASTAR MONTAGE (CUT TO LOCAL MUSIC/VOCAL-FUSED WITH 
WESTERN) OPTIONAL SONG (1 TO 1 1/2 MINS)

HIRA starts singing - Something about land being the mother 
of all. “Jitna cheenoge, utna khoge; jitna chodoge, utna 
paoge”. The montage is cut on this. As the journey 
continues in the interiors, D & K experience another world 
altogether. The people, the color and general life. They 
alight from the jeep and make the journey on foot and 
bullock cart.  

EXT. HIRA'S HOUSE - NIGHT57

The last bit of the song - Torchlights bobbing on an empty 
pathway. Hira, humming a local tune, is leading with a 
torch. Dino, holding Karishma's hand, is using his cell 
phone. This is the outskirts of Dantewara. Very few houses 
here, some trees and a lot of bushes. Sound of crickets/ 
cicadas chirping. They enter the compound of a small house 
surrounded by a grove.   

HIRA
Main abhi aaya..Mrs se baat karni 
padegi na 

As Heera goes inside. Dino and Karishma put their stuff 
down and sit on a bench under the starry night. A lantern 
hanging nearby the only source of light. Dino sniggers. 

KARISHMA
Now what’s so funny?

DINO
Ek ek kar ke sabki shakal saamne 
aa rahi hai - Uzi, Juhi, Milind. 
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Humein U.S, Europe ke baare mein 
sab pata hai, lekin apni country 
ka no idea. I swear sabka chehra 
dekhne layak hoga jab bataenge ki 
hum Bastar aur Dantewara se hokar 
aa rahe hain.. 

KARISHMA
Hello Mr distant future, kal ka 
dekhte hain pehle. Yeh Hira achha 
aadmi hai, help kar sakta hai

DINO
Exactly- iske through ek choti 
moti jageh le ke kuch din tension 
free rehte hain. 

KARISHMA
I swear! Bahut ho gaya bhaagna-
vagna. I want to just relax

INT. KARISHMA'S ROOM - NIGHT58

The bathroom of the large, luxurious room opens and with a 
cloud of steam, Karishma steps out wrapped in clean white 
towel. She gently lies on the bed and pulls a blanket. 
Jerry jumps at her foot and gets cozy. She closes her eyes 
softly with a smile- she is a picture of serenity.  

INT. HIRA'S HOUSE - NIGHT59

Karishma wakes up from her dream hearing some commotion. 
She is sleeping in a small and bare room with children and 
Dino on the other side. She goes up to Dino and realizes he 
is shivering. 

KARISHMA
Dino! Oh God.. Tumhein to fever 
hai.. 

DINO
..paani.. 

She quickly grabs the bottle and raising him, makes him 
drink.

KARISHMA
Oh God!

Suddenly Hira comes rushing in and wakes his children

HIRA
Uth Uth, chal.. nikalna hai

KARISHMA
kyun.. Kya hua?
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HIRA
Police pahunch rahi hai

KARISHMA
Really?! Police kyun..

HIRA
Hum Maovadi hain..naxalite 

KARISHMA
Holy shit!

He picks up his children and wife stuffs things in a bag. 
Dino makes to get up. 

KARISHMA (CONT'D)
kya kar rahe ho? don’t you dare 
move

DINO
Bhaagna hoga

KARISHMA
No way.. Is haal mein kahin nahi 
jaoge tum

DINO
Karishma, main pakda nahi ja 
sakta 

(holds her)
Kuch bhi ho jaye..Papa ko jeetne 
nahi dunga!

EXT. FOREST - DAY60

As the dawn is breaking through, a bunch of legs tread 
unceasingly through the forest. Hira and his family are 
joined by other naxalites with guns (including women), one 
of whom is helping Dino walk on. Karishma is trying to keep 
pace in this unfamiliar terrain. They cross streams, 
waterfalls and hills. At one point Dino leans against a 
tree and throws up. Karishma is concerned. One of the 
naxals plucks and gives a concoction of rolled leaves for 
Dino to chew. He looks at Karishma who is waiting to see 
what he is going to do. He pops it in his mouth and moves 
on. Night changes to day. Dino walking without help. 

EXT. FOREST CAMP - DAY61

The group reaches a makeshift camp like area which is 
camouflaged, devoid of any glamour and has appalling living 
conditions. While the others in the party merge with the 
people in the camp, Heera leads D & K ahead to the area where 
food is being cooked on wood-fire in large vessels.   
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With other Maoists gathered there, their Commander is the one 
who is cooking. A local film unit that has been caught 
shooting in their area has been brought for justice. The 
scared director is pleading with the commander 

FILM DIRECTOR
Pata nahi na tha maalik.. Mai kasam 
nahi pata tha, nahi to permisan 
bina shooting kabhi nahi karte

The commander turns with the ladle and puts a little curry in 
his outstretched hand. 

COMMANDER
Dekho yeh namak theek gaya hai?

FILM DIRECTOR
Namak?! namak! .. Haan tasty hai. 
Bahut tasty

Commander puts his arm on his shoulder and walks towards 
Heera while talking to the hero. 

COMMANDER
Kya hai na, jungle mein rehte rehte 
humlog bhi janwar ho gaya hai - 
darr wala janwar (laughs). dekh, Ek 
request kare main tere se..?

FILM DIRECTOR
Kya.. Kya maalik?

COMMANDER
(embarrassed) Humlog cinema to nahi 
ja sakta hai, to tu thoda cinema 
idhar kar de humlog ke liye 
please.. Theek hai? 

Not even waiting for the confused director’s response, 
Commander reaches Hira questioning about D & K with a 
gesture.

HIRA
Yeh patrakaar log hain commander. 
Aajkal media mein dekhte hain na 
yuva log ka kitna chalta hai? To 
inko apni aakhon se dikhaane laye 
hain yahan ka haal

COMMANDER
Hmm..dhyaan rakhna inka. Abhi 
kidhar jaane ka nahi, idhar hi 
rehne ka hai.. Ok?

DINO
Sir, bhaag ke jayenge bhi kahan is 
jungle mein?
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He laughs but Karishma is not at all amused. 

EXT. FOREST CAMP - DAY62

K is looking around for something in the camp and comes up to 
Hira’s wife.

KARISHMA
Yahan pe.. Toilet kahan hoga? 

She dips a plastic container in the water and hands it to K 
along with an umbrella.

HIRA’S WIFE
Udhar chali ja.. Nahi dikhega

Karishma holds it and is stunned. This is her meltdown 
moment. She is fighting tears.

63     EXT. FOREST CAMP - DAY

DINO
Camera..camera.. Tumhaara camera 
kahan gaya? Yeh frame karne waali 
photo hai yaar..

He is looking for the camera and suddenly realizes her 
seething look.

DINO (CONT'D)
What..?! Ab yahan pe aur kya kar 
sakte hain.. This is a jungle no? 
Come on K cheer up, thoda mazaak 
hi to kar raha tha

She throws the water on his face. Dino is in shock. The 
kids laugh

KARISHMA
Ab hansi nahi aa rahi hai?  

DINO
What the..!! 

But Karishma has walked off. He catches up and turns her 
toward him

DINO (CONT’D)
What is wrong with you?!
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KARISHMA
You.. Tum! Tumhaara issue hai 
tumhaare Dad ke saath, lekin 
suffer karungi aur marungi yahan 
par main. Agar wild animals aur 
bimaari se bach bhi gayi to goli 
to 100% lagegi. And for what?.. 
For your selfishness! strike bhi 
nahi karta hai tumko ki main kya 
face kar rahi hoon yahan, sirf ha 
ha..hee hee. You know what, you 
are the joke 

DINO
hey hey hey, you  ! Hum bhaage 
kyun..? mujhe shauk tha yahan 
aane ka?! yeh sab jo hua hai na, 
sirf tumhaari wajeh se hua hai. 
Tumhaari engagement ho rahi thi. 
Maine tumhari zindagi bachayi 
hai.. show some bloody respect. 
Shaadi ke dhol baj rahe hote 
tumhaare sar pe, wo tharki abhi 
kapde utaar raha hota tumhaare  

KARISHMA
Tum itne cheap ho?! Aur maine 
pehchaana hi nahi aaj tak?

DINO
Tum expose hui ho! Thode problems 
hue, aur saara pyaar hawa ho 
gaya. You know..Princess, Is 
jungle ke leech hain na, yeh bhi 
tumse better hain! 

KARISHMA
You bastard!!..Agar yahan se bach 
ke nikal gaye na then I will show 
you ‘problems’ kya hoti hai. I 
swear I’ll show you 

DINO
Dekha! beer bar ka background aa 
gaya na foreground mein? I hope 
ek bullet aa ke lag hi jaye tumko

Seething in rage Karishma steps away and Dino turns to 
Jerry

DINO (CONT'D)
Tu tension mat le..haddi le

Jerry suddenly moves off and Dino turns just in time to see 
Karishma swing the guitar at him. He manages to duck and it 
smashes againt the tree. Dino turns and pounces on Karishma 
as she swings the broken guitar at him again - 
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SONG # 4 begins.

A scuffle ensues between the two at the end of which Dino 
pins her down and raises his fist to strike.. but stops. 
Their eyes glaring at each other, saliva dripping and 
grunting like animals. 

EXT. CAMP/BONFIRE - NIGHT64

SONG # 4 continues.

The Chattisgarhi film actors performing the song in which 
the Hero is tied up by the two dancers who sing that their 
love is a trap. Once their eyes are set on you, then there 
is no escape. They take away the heart, soul and spirit and 
leave you wandering like a mad man in the world.   

Dino, still pissed, is given the local brew ‘Mahua’ which 
he chugs. Hates it but has more sips. Karishma is with 
Jerry, not really interested in the song. Dino jumps into 
the song, just to show Karishma that he is choosing to have 
a blast while she can be miserable. And to spite her 
further, flirts with the girls during the song. 

D’s angle in the song is that he is already mad, so he 
needs their love to cure him. 

Dino and Karishma giving ‘khunnass’ to each other but 
communicating with Jerry. Deep mistrust and animosity.

Towards the end of the song, Dino sees a flash of light and 
sneaks towards it. Can spot a truck on a distant highway. 
He turns and Karishma is looking at it too. Look exchange 
and back to the song with campfire burning. Song ends on 
the extinguished fire early in the morning and everything 
still.

EXT. JUNGLE HIGHWAY - DAY65

A jeep overflowing with locals can be seen coming down a 
winding road on the highway. Karishma is waiting, hiding 
behind a tree with an umbrella and container in hand. Her 
camera bag with her. As the bus gets nearer and she walks 
towards it, Dino also emerges from the bushes  

KARISHMA
About time.. Jerry kahan hai?

DINO
What do you mean kahan hai?! 
Tumhaare saath tha na

Shows him the umbrella and mug.
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KARISHMA
Yeh karne usko saath leke jaoongi 
kya?

The Jeep is approaching.  

DINO
Main to pehle nikla tha, kitna 
ghoom ke aaya hoon.. Shit! 

KARISHMA
Usko chodh ke nahi jaungi main

The Jeep slows to a stop. 

DINO
Haan, jaise tumhaara sab wait kar 
rahe honge wahan phool-maala le 
kar

The driver honks. Karishma stops

DINO (CONT’D)
Kaise dhoondenge use is jungle 
mein ab?.. Tum ek baar check nahi 
kar sakti thi kya?! Ek to itni 
mushkil se bach ke nikle hain aur

KARISHMA
Tumhein jo sochna hai socho, 
karna hai karo ya maro.. kuch 
farak nahi padta ab.
Aur Dinesh Nigam, Jerry ko chodh 
ke aana tumhaari sabse badi 
ghalati hai. Iske liye main 
tumhein kabhi maaf nahi karungi

The driver is impatiently calling out

DINO
Nahi Karishma Shetty.. tum ho 
meri sabse badi ghalati..aur iske 
liye main bhi apne aap ko kabhi 
maaf nahi karunga. 

Karishma stares at him. Driver revs up the engine. She gets 
in the front. Dino turns around once towards Jerry. kicks 
the ground and hangs on the back of the jeep. 

CUT: 

Dino and Karishma are sitting in the moving bus but in 
different places - not looking at each other, heading back 
to the civilized world.
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CUT:

EXT. RAIPUR OUTSKIRTS - NIGHT66

A police jeep is blocking half the highway and the cops halt 
the bus using torchlights. A few of them board as the dim 
lights come on. A torch shines on Dino’s face. 

CONSTABLE
Yahan hai sir!

COP
Hmm.. 

Cop moves ahead dialing a number on his phone & searching. 

DINO
Kya hua sir? sir! Sir, main 
journalist hoon.. Maovadion se koi 
connection nahi hai

COP
Pata hai Mr Dinesh Nigam. (reaches 
K) Haan Maheshji, baat keejiye

Dino is taken aback as Karishma talks on the phone. 

KARISHMA
Haan main unke saath hoon. okay!

COP
Aap mere saath chalengi..

She disconnects is walking with the cop. 

DINO
Tum..phone...dhabe se?

She doesn’t pay attention and as she is crossing, Dino comes 
up. Cop puts his arm up for him to stay back

DINO (CONT’D)
Wow man!! Well played Karishma 
Shetty. Itna bada to aaj tak kisi 
ne nahi kaata tha mera. 
congratulations 

KARISHMA
Listen, kabhi mere saamne mat 
aana.. pachtaoge

DINO
Kya karegi.. Haan?! Kya kar legi 
tu.. Bol na
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COP
Aeh! peeche  

Cop keeps him back. Karishma gets off the bus, walking with 
the cop with constable with Dino who follows. 

KARISHMA
Tum dikho mujhe phir bataati hoon

DINO
I’ll be waiting, samajh 
gayi..dekhta hoon saala kya karti 
hai.. 

The constable also moves away now as Dino stands by the bus. 
Heading towards the police jeep, Karishma turns and says 
‘fuck off’ under her breath and he says ‘fuck you’.. The SIGN 
appears as the volley of abuses continue : 

67      INTERVAL

INT. DINO'S HOUSE/ LIVING ROOM  - DAY68

Dino is lead inside by Dev. He stands in front of his mother. 
Neena gets up from the sofa with tearful enraged eyes. Father 
is controlling his anger. 

DINO
Bahot.. Bahot badi..! ekdum 
bhayankar mistake! Matlab.. meri 
ghalati hai..poori tarah. Ab main 
aapke saamne hoon...agar aap 
chahein- 

Neena swings her arms and lands a resounding slap

DINO (CONT'D)
..Oh Fu-!!!

She slaps him repeatedly and he is trying to be brave about 
it while shifting to avoid.

DINO (CONT'D)
Mummy..?! Arre .. Arre

NEENA
Meri bhi ghalati hai..Sab kehte 
hain maine bigaada hai, ab dekho 
kaise theek karti hoon tumhein

DINO
Sorry bol raha hoon na.. Sorry 
bol raha hoon
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PRADEEP
Sorry!? Sorry!! To tumhaare ek 
sorry se theek ho gaya sab? Wo 
kaalik dhul gayi jo tumne muh pe 
pothi hai humaare?! Pata hai 
tumne kya kiya hai, gadhe ke 
bachhe?? 

DINO
Main change ho gaya hoon Papa, 
bilkul.. andar se. Ab akal aa 
gayi hai, aap khud dekhiyega ma

One more slap. 

INT. KARISHMA'S HOUSE - DAY69

Dhananjay is standing at the door with Karishma outside in 
the corridor in silence. Mahesh is standing in background 
behind Karishma. Dhananjay is quite grim as inside the 
ladies blabber in Tulu-  

MRIDULA
Pata hota ki aisi besharm ko 
janam doongi to apne aap ka gala 
ghot deti main - shaadi mana ke 
ayee. 

GRANDMOTHER
Baat kya kar raha hai, maar maar 
ke khaal nikal de.

Dhananjay just turns his head slightly in displeasure and 
she shuts up.

DHANANJAY
Holiday Over?

KARISHMA
Appa, jo aap bologe, main 
karungi. 

Dhanjanjay stares at her, and she is looking back in the 
eye earnestly.

DHANANJAY
Dil, dimagh, faltu ka khyaal.. 
pehle sab udhar..kachda ka peti 
mein..Uska baad hi andar ayegi 

Karishma nods and Dhananjay takes a moment and goes away. 
She steps inside the house. 
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GRANDMOTHER
Humko barbaad kar diya lekin koi 
pachtaava nahi hai iska shakal 
pe.

MRIDULA
Aur shakal dekho - ek aansu nahi 
nikal raha hai.. hum hain na rone 
ke liye 

K’S AUNT
Lifetime! lifetime rona hai ab to

Karishma moves to her room. Juhi rings the bell. 

JUHI
Aunty.. Karishma?

MRIDULA
Please.. Abhi tumhaara koi friend 
nahi hai idhar.. Please

INT. KARISHMA'S ROOM - DAY70

Seema, weeping, follows her sister and turns her around 

SEEMA
Why Karishma, why..?!  

KARISHMA
Tumhaare jaise nahi banna tha, 
isliye. 

SEEMA
To yeh better hai kya?

KARISHMA
Dono bura hai. Kyun padhaya aise 
college mein? Saara mahaul, saari 
upbringing itni modern aur uske 
baad kya? Bees saal ki age mein 
kisi Shetty khandaan ki bahu bann 
jao. Ghunghat, tika, vadakam. To  
hona to yehi tha - tum ya main. 
Mujhe lagta hai main sahi hoon, 
jo kiya sahi kiya, sirf jis aadmi 
pe bharosa kiya, wo ghalat nikla 

INT. DEV'S ROOM - NIGHT71

Late at night. The TV is on. Dev is watching Rose’s show 
when Dino enters and looks at his face in the mirror
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DINO
Bro, koi painkiller do yaar. 
Tumko bhi rokna chahiye tha na ek 
do shot ke baad. Saala, jungle se 
bach ke aa raha hoon aur yahan pe 
pad rahi hai  

Taking the phone dials a number. Dev stares at him

DINO (CONT’D)
Hey Uzi.. I’m back dude

The phone gets disconnected. 

DINO (CONT'D)
Hello.. kaat diya!? Bloody.. 

Dev takes the phone back from him. 

DEV
Ab koi nahi hai tumhaare saath. 
And that includes me. Aur padhai 
mein focus karo -college se 
nikaala gaya hai, exams se nahi 

DINO
Saali! achhi khaasi life ki lag 
gayi. Sab uski wajeh se

Just then Rose exclaims loudly on the tv and invites people 
to call her on the show. Dino turns his anger on her.   

DINO (CONT'D)
Ae item number!! Aise matak rahi 
hai saali.. suhaag raat hai 
teri?.. Chal katt 

He switches the tv off.

INT. BINDASS TV - NIGHT72

WOMAN 7
Ek baat maine dekhi hai - aadmi 
apni ghalati kabhi nahi maanta 
hai

MAN 7
Aur aurat ka kaam hai uska ghalati 
aur maafi ka balance sheet maintain 
karna

MAN 9 (CAST)
Dekho boss- Bhaag ke karo, mana ke 
karo, arrange marriage karo.. Lekin 
end mein hona wahi hai jo pehle se 
kismat mein likha hai
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ROSE
Exactly.. kismat wo chewing gum hai 
jo aapke joote mein chipak jaati 
hai. Aap jitna bhi bhaag leejiye, 
wo aapke saath hi jayegi

EXT. FAMILY COURT - DAY73

Shot of a decrepit small building in a quiet road.

INT. JUDGE REGE’S OFFICE - DAY75

MRS. REGE
Kisi ka pressure hai tumhaare 
ooper yeh shaadi todne ke liye? 

KARISHMA
Nahi.. main chahti hoon todna. 

A small room with a large desk on one side and old 
cupboards overflowing with files and papers. Even the 
computers are archaic. The Judge, Mrs. Rege, herself looks 
a fitting furniture in this 'court room'. She is going 
through the affidavit while Dino and Karishma are sitting 
across him refusing to look at each other. Their fathers, 
Dev and Mahesh standing with lawyers opposite each other.

MRS. REGE
To tumko pata nahi tha yeh ladka 
ikkis saal se kam hai? 

KARISHMA
Ji.. nahi pata tha

Dino looks to his lawyer, who gestures for him to agree.

MRS. REGE
Cheating kiya tumhaare saath?

KARISHMA
..Ji..  

DINO
Cheating..what cheating, haan?! 
madam, Pichle saal mere birthday 
cake mein candles isi ne lagaya 
tha.. chaar saal se ek hi college 
mein hain hum dono 

KARISHMA'S LAWYER
Are kya ..!! bataya nahi isko?!?
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DINO’S LAWYER 
Agree karo please

PRADEEP
Dinesh..!!

He stares at Dino to keep quiet.

MRS. REGE
Agar yeh jhoot bol rahi hai to 
procedure yahin pe finish. Yeh 
shaadi Null and void nahi hogi- 
Ghar jaiye sab..chaliye  

PRADEEP
Madam, yeh ladki sach keh rahi 
hai. Ise Dinesh ki umr ka pata 
nahi tha.

DINO
Lekin dhoka-woka!! No way

MRS. REGE
Dinesh Nigam, tum mujhe pehle yeh 
batao - shaadi todne mein 
interested ho, ya nahi?  

DINO
Yes..Bilkul  

(looks at Karishma)
at any cost isse peecha chudaana 
chahta hoon main

KARISHMA
All the best! Fail mat ho jaana 
isme bhi, humesha ki tereh 

DINO
achha, kab fail hua hoon main?! 
Socio mein tumse 3 mark zyada 
aaya tha

KARISHMA
That was First Year B.A, OK.. Aur 
maine hi padhaaya tha

PEON
Aae!! Classroom hai yeh? 
classroom hai? Contempt of court 
karne ka hai, haan?

MRS. REGE
Same story. Pata hai roz tumlog 
jaise kitne log aate hain mere 
paas apni ladai le kar?  

(smiles)
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Abhi dono idhar sign maro aur 
bahar wait karo..

One by one they sign and leave with apprehension 

DHANANJAY
Kitna jaldi hoga yeh 'Annulment'?

MRS. REGE
Marriage hai! Lifelong ke liye 
hoti hai humare culture mein. To 
mitaane mein time to lagega na

The fathers and lawyers throw a volley of questions at the 
judge.

EXT. FAMILY COURT - DAY76

Dino is waiting outside, putting earphones to listen to his 
ipod when Karishma comes up with a packet.

DINO
Kya hai?

KARISHMA
Tumhaare fake gifts..Cards etc jo 
diye the 

DINO
Nahi chahiye..

KARISHMA
Okay

And she promptly dumps it in a dustbin and walks off. Dino 
is singed.. He promptly takes out her gift - the Ipod and 
raises it as if to throw. She turns to look. He looks at it 
and.. scrolls. She walks away. He looks at her. Turns away 
into the corridor with the attitude.. And suddenly screams 
in frustration - 

MONTAGE: SHOTS OF THE CITY77

Various shots of high decibel noises in the city - honking 
at traffic jam, local train, pounding at construction site, 
roar of bike, slamming of 'tawa' for pau-bhaji etc. 

INT. MARRIAGE COUNSELOR - DAY78

Silence. A neat and sophisticated office. Dino is sitting 
quietly across a lady counselor, who is very pink and 
proper. Dino finally speaks.
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DINO
Bas..ho gaya? Main ja raha 
hoon..thank you.

Counselor keeps looking. 

DINO (CONT’D)
What? Wo nahi ayegi.. 

COUNSELOR
Kabhi na kabhi aap dono ko saath 
aana hi hoga. Bina meri report ke 
judge aapko tareek bhi nahi dengi

Dino halts. Takes his seat. The door opens and Karishma 
enters. Mahesh pops his head in.

MAHESH
Karishmaji, main neeche hoon.. 
Ok?

Counselor smiles at Karishma and gestures to sit next to 
Dino. They both lean on the other side from each other. 

COUNSELOR
So, Karishma Shetty and.. Dinesh 
Nigam 

DINO
Dino..please! Mujhe Dinesh pasand 
nahi hai

KARISHMA
Thats right..bahut ghatiya aadmi 
hai

DINO
Oh..how clever!!.. Main naam ke 
baare mein bol raha tha.. stupid

KARISHMA
Dumb ass

And a volley of abuses under the breadth.

COUNSELOR
Calm down.. Calm dowm. Ek doosre 
ki buraiyan to aapko pata hi 
hain. Lekin koi to wajah hogi to 
aapko saath layi thi..?  

KARISHMA
Bewakoofi! Stupidity.. jo saath 
rehne ke baad samajh mein aayee
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COUNSELOR
Lekin shaadi karne ke baad bhi 
kuch Choti choti, pyaari pyaari 
baatein hui hongi, hmm? wo 
sharmaana, nazar jhukaana.. saath 
saath kuch share karna.. 
Thodi der sirf uspe focus kar 
sakte hain?

Both Dino and Karishma get equally wary of her and almost 
look at each other out of instinct.  

DINO
Choti choti, pyaari pyaari, sweet 
sweet - aisa kuch hua hota to hum 
yahan nahi hote na ma’am

KARISHMA
Ek Jerry tha jise hum share karte 
the. My jaanu puppy! Lekin use 
bhi yeh jungle mein chodh aaya.. 
Can you imagine, that helpless 
little jaanu..   

DINO
Tsk..tsk.. Bahut bura hua.. 
Especially because yeh insaanon 
se zyaada kutton se pyaar karti 
hai. tabhi to appa ke puppy ke 
saath ghoom rahi hai. Koi baat 
nahi Karishma, Jerry chala gaya 
to kya hua, Mahesh hai na.. Usi 
ke saath jaanu-shaanu karo ab

Dino sniggers.

KARISHMA
Look you… I'm warning you..

Dino wails like a dog and barks, irritating her. Karishma 
gets up in a huff. 

COUNSELOR
Calm down.. Calm down

Karishma has picked up a jug of water and throws it on him.

DINO
Again!?.. Teri to -

But as he is getting up, she calmly knocks him hard on the 
forehead with the jug, which sends him crashing back onto 
the chair in agony. She puts the jug back. 
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KARISHMA
Honestly, mujhe counseling pe 
bharosa nahi tha, lekin I'm 
feeling better now. Thanks.

Dino is holding his head and groaning in pain. The 
counselor is reeling under the shock. Karishma walks off.

DINO
I'll get you.. I'll get you..you 
bloody tucchi

INT. DINO'S LAWYER'S CHAMBER - DAY79

Dino's cold and sophisticated Parsee lawyer is listening to 
an agitated Dino (who has a bump on his head) and taking 
notes. 

DINO'S LAWYER
Agar Judge ko yeh prove kar dein 
ke is ladki mein problems pehle 
se hain to yeh shaadi immediately 
terminate ho jayegi. 

DINO
Yes yes bhayankar problems hain 
usmein.. psycho types hai wo.. 
cribbing, crying chaen-chuun day 
night! Sab kuch kiya maine uske 
liye, lekin har cheez faltu hi 
lagti hai use..ooper se is baat 
ka ghussa ki main apni ghalati 
kyun nahi maanta hoon. Arre 
ghalati karunga tab maanunga na! 
samajh rahe hain na aap uska 
attitude?!

DINO'S LAWYER
Dino - Agar is point pe shaadi 
tootne lagi na to poori duniya 
mein ek bhi nahi bachegi. 

INT. KARISHMA'S HOUSE - DAY80

A furious Karishma is with her enthusiastic Marathi lawyer.

KARISHMA
Ek chot lag gayi to case kar raha 
hai? Aur wo jo mujhe marne ke 
liye le gaya tha Maoists ke 
beech?

KARISHMA'S LAWYER
To wo jaan ke tereko khatra mein 
le gaya, hai na? 
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KARISHMA
Arre yehi to uski problem hai.. 
Jaanta kuch nahi hai, aur 
zabardasti ka confidence dikhaata 
hai. Note keejiye isko aap. note 
keejiye please

The lawyer puts his pen down.

KARISHMA'S LAWYER
Tum mereko bata - kaun aisa aurat 
hai jo apna aadmi ke baare mein 
aisa nahi sochti hai, bata! 

INT. DINO'S LAWYER'S CHAMBER - DAY81

D’S LAWYER
Counter case kar rahi hai tumpe

DINO
Uske paas ghanta hai..ghanta!

D'S LAWYER
Goa mein ek bike accident hua 
tha, jisme usko bahot chot ayee. 
Tumpe blame daal rahi hai

FLASH - Night time and a secluded spot at a bend upon a 
hill. The motorcycle is lying and both Dino and Karishma 
are sprawled on the road laughing. 

D'S LAWYER (CONT’D)
Were you drunk?

DINO
Goa mein sober hone se accident 
ke chances zyaada hote hain. 
Pahaad se utar rahe the aur 
andhere mein bike skid kar gayi, 
buss

D'S LAWYER
Raat ko pahaad pe kyun gaye the? 

DINO
Use jana tha... Raat ke teen baje 
‘pahaad pe jaungi’.

D'S LAWYER
To yeh idea uska tha?

DINO
Of course, use wahan pe-

D’S LAWYER
Kya karna tha raat ke 3 baje?
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DINO
Use..Aap yeh assault ka case drop 
kar deejiye, please!

D’S LAWYER
Lekin humaare paas point hai

DINO
Sir point yeh hai ki abhi ho ya 
baad mein, shaadi to toot rahi 
hai na 

EXT. CLIFF IN GOA - NIGHT82

Flashback sequence: Karishma is at a height and screaming 
while Dino is standing a little below and encouraging

KARISHMA
Dharti se le ke aasmaan tak. 
Maternity ward se le ke shamshaan 
tak, even Qayamat se qayamat tak - 
pyar hi pyar hai harr taraf! Dino 
aur Karishma ka mindblowing pyar!

DINO
Yeah Baby!! Go for it!! 

KARISHMA
Aaj koi rok nahi sakta mujhe 
jeene se. Koi rok nahi sakta 
mujhe tumse pyaar karne se. Main 
paida hui hoon to tumhaare liye 
aur tum sirf mere liye bane ho 
Dino. 

DINO
Made for each other baby!!

KARISHMA
I love this life because I love 
you!!

Dino runs to her and they kiss. 

EXT. HILLY ROAD - NIGHT83

The bike with Dino and Karishma is going down a dark road. 
It passes a bend, then sound of bike sliding on gravel 
followed by laughter. 

INT. LAWYER’S OFFICE - DAY83A

DINO
tucchi..  
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He’s looking out of the window. Lawyer is talking to his 
minion 

INT. KARISHMA’S HOUSE - DAY84

Karishma is between her father, Mahesh and the lawyer. 

MAHESH
Darr gaya sir.. Case phek ke 
bhaag gaya

KARISHMA
Baat kuch aur hai

The others look at her but start talking among themselves.

K’S LAWYER
Sir, yeh court-kachehri aapka 
stature ko suit nahi karta hai. 
Mahesh mere saath handle kar lega

Karishma is already lost in thought.

INT. GOA HOUSE - NIGHT85

FB: Dino brings Karishma inside in his arms. Her leg is 
bruised and bleeding but he is the one feeling hurt. He 
applies first aid and kisses her wound before tying it. He 
sits up holding her in his arms as she sleeps. 

KARISHMA
Tumhaari ghalati nahi thi. Ab so 
jao 

DINO
Mujhe neend nahi ayegi

KARISHMA
Kyun?

DINO
Tum nahi samjhogi.. 

KARISHMA
..still try karo..

DINO
Tum apne aapko aise nahi dekh 
sakti ho na, jaise main dekh raha 
hoon. Jaisa main feel kar raha 
hoon.. tumhein, is waqt..tum feel 
nahi kar sakti na.. 

KARISHMA
Aaj bina rulaye nahi maanoge kya?
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They smile tenderly.

INT. LAWYER’S OFFICE - DAY86

FB ends with the lawyer slamming a file on the table

DINO’S LAWYER
Ok.. Ab dono taraf se case drop 
ho gaya, aur annulment ka wait 
phir se start

DINO
Yeah.. chalta hoon sir, thanks!

As he is walking away, music of song begins

PBS 5 - NOSTALGIA & REGULAR LIFE87

Dino comes out of the office, gets in his bike and rides 
out. On her way to the gym, a bike stops near Karishma’s 
car. She sees a girl emerging from a bylane and making sure 
nobody is watching, sits on the bike, and the lovers are 
off. Karishma smiles. 

Dino shakes hands with band members at Hard rock cafe. The 
vocalist launches into the song while Dino is playing 
guitar: nothing hurts like love gone wrong. 

Dino coaxing Uzi in college corridor, but he ignores. A dog 
tired Dino doing ‘uthhak-baithak’ outside the classroom. 
Juhi, Milind feeling for him. Finally Uzi rushes to his 
friend, followed by the gang. The prof is not amused. Dino 
collapses in their arms with a smile. 

Karishma at the gym on the treadmill and while having a 
drink sweating profusely, she is lost in thought.  

At their favorite cafe Dino brings the drinks and friends 
pick theirs. And one is left behind - the blue curacoa/pink 
lemonade (K’s). Dino sinks back on the seat looking at it.

The song consists of montages from the elopement - The 
delicate moments.. Those parts of their love that hasn't 
been shown before, and intercut with present- as both Dino 
and Karishma are remembering it (Just like the counselor 
had suggested). 

Sitting hand in hand watching the sunrise in Goa. With 
Jerry - rolling in the sand. 'Pheras' in the Mandir at 
Kolhapur. Signing the marriage document with the touts. 
Hugging each others' foot and sleeping on a single birth in 
the train. Crawling away from Cool Chacha's house. Playing 
with Jerry together. 
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Snapshots. Karishma looking at those pics on her Ipad. Dino 
playing playstation games with Uzair - getting back to 
regular life. Karishma looks at groups of young boys and 
girls on Marine Drive. Juhi comes visiting her. Dino riding 
bike at night and a young rider comes up and revs for a 
race. Dino lets it go. Father allows and Karishma goes to 
the café with her friends. 

Daily life at home. Karishma in her room doing all her 
chores herself.. No more the spoilt child. Dino flipping 
channels on tv. Dino looking at his Ipod. Bike races and 
malls, but Dino is not into it.

Dino staying up in the horrible Raipur hotel fighting 
mosquitoes so that Karishma sleeps. Karishma fondling with 
his hair on the bus ride to Bastar. Bathing and playing at 
the waterfall, plucking mangoes, romantic ride on a water 
buffalo, entangled with each other while playing 'kabaddi' 
with the kids at the jungle camp. Passionate pieces from in 
between - magical flashes from adventures of elopement.

Then the two worlds start merging - the travel and the 
city. Suddenly a jeep full with bastar locala and their 
wares hanging passes by. A woman at a ‘haat’ selling 
‘mahua’ in leaf pouches etc.

Constant reminder to karishma reg the blunder. Mahesh. Mom 
starts looking for boys.

INT. BINDASS TV88

Music of the song continues

MAN 2
Hero banna asaan hai, lekin aam 
aadmi jaise jeena, bahut mushkil

WOMAN 3
Baad mein life wohi ho jaani hai - 
chulha..bachhe. Aur inki - 
naukri..kharche

ROSE
And we're going for a break. But 
jaiyega kahin nahi.. kyunki D aur 
K abhi bhi nahi sudhre hain.. 

INT. HARD ROCK - NIGHT89

The last strains of the song as it ends.

INT. DINO'S HOUSE - NIGHT90

A grim looking Neena opens the door to Dino.
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NEENA
Phir se shuru ho gaya wahi sab? 

DINO
Sorry Mummy, ghalati se -

DEV
Tumhaari limit gyarah baje ki 
hai. Aaj ke baad ghalati se bhi 
mat todna. Chaliye Mummy.. 

PRADEEP (O.C.)
Doodh ke daant nahi toote aur 
shaadi toot rahi hai. Isse limit 
ki kya baat karoge..? 

The TV is on in Dev's room and Dino saunters in 

INT. DEV'S ROOM - NIGHT91

Dino removes his guitar and looking at Dev's book shelf, 
picks a book. Suddenly Rose's program begins with her 
cheerful entry

ROSE (O.C.)
Hello and Happy New Year.. 
welcome to naye saal ka pehla 
episode. Live from Midnight Masti 
this is -   

Dino slams the stop button in disgust

DINO
-Miss Chaatu Fonseca.. Shut up!

He turns and sees the bottom drawer of Dev's desk half 
open. Pulls it out further and sees a book - Love Story. He 
evaluates its weight against the other and throws the other 
away. There are some loose papers in the book. 

DINO (CONT'D)
Math papers?! Mental case hai A.P

He shuts the drawer and is going out of the room while 
flipping the pages of the book when he suddenly stops at 
the door in shock

DINO (CONT'D)
Oh Shit! Oh shit!!

He looks around, coming to terms with the surprise. He 
quickly switches the TV on, which is now playing 'love me 
do'
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INT. BANDRA CIVIL COURT - DAY92

Dino and Dev are climbing the steps with Lawyer’s minion

LAWYER'S MINION
Sir, do minute ke liye Madam ke 
paas jaa ke haazri ka sign karne 
ka hai, bas. Apne boss rahenge 
andar inke saath

Karishma is seated in the crowded waiting hall with Mahesh, 
who is feeling the pressure of making small talks

MAHESH
You like Shahrukh Khan or Salman 
Khan?

KARISHMA
Irfan Khan

MAHESH
Oh..Hollywood, haan?

The brothers enter. Karishma and Dino look away from each 
other, though Mahesh looks at them with distaste. 

INT. MRS. REGE'S OFFICE - DAY93

Overcrowded room. The lawyers are presenting their cases in 
front of the judge while D & K are somewhere at the back. 
Mahesh and Dev are not here. 

K'S LAWYER
Madam, yeh psychiatric ka report 
hai. Meri client poore hosh mein 
decision le rahi hai

D'S LAWYER
Mera client bhi apni mistake 
manta hai aur dono ka mutual 
decision hai. 

K'S LAWYER
Haan, dono party agreed hai. 

As the lawyers elaborate the point and press for urgency of 
certificate, behind them Dino moves to Karishma and 
whispers much to her shock

DINO
Mujhe wo pictures chahiye.. 
humaare trip waali
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KARISHMA
Delete kar di

DINO 
Jerry ki to nahi ki hogi na? 

KARISHMA
Mail kar doongi

DINO
Mujhe saari chahiyen..High res 
mein. After all mera bhi haq hai 
un photos pe

KARISHMA
Oh really! To jao, ek aur case 
karo na mere oopar

Mrs Rege observes them while the lawyer asks Karishma to 
come forward.

K'S LAWYER
Madam aap yahan sign keejiye 

MRS. REGE
Ek minute.. mood change ho raha 
hai tum dono ka? 

KARISHMA
No chance

And she signs the paper.

EXT. BOMBAY - NIGHT94

Late night shots of the city over the song 'kabhi khushi 
kabhi gham.. Ta ra rum pum pum. Kabhi aise geet gaaya 
karo'. Marine drive, lovers at gateway, haji Ali juice 
centre, cars driving. Neon lights.

INT. DEV'S ROOM - NIGHT95

Dev is lying on the bed reading a book as the song ends and 
Rose comes on TV

ROSE
I’m sure aap sab bhi Mumbai ka 
winters enjoy kar rahe hain. You 
can just feel the romance in the 
air. Ab sign off karne se pehle, 
one last Skype call

CALLER 
Hi Rose.. this is Sine theta
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On the screen behind her, the caller is holding up 
equations on a paper so face is not visible. 

ROSE 
Oh really, Mr. Math, haan?

CALLER (O.C.)
Not me. Mr. Math hai Tan theta 
jise Cos theta se pyaar hai

ROSE (O.C.)
(laughs)

Mujhe apne college ke lectures 
yaad aa gaye.. 

Dev smiles.

CALLER
Tumhein math pasand tha?

ROSE
No way.. ek senior ki help se 
paas ho gayi.. Lekin you tell me 
..Sine Theta, whats the equation 
here?

CALLER
Equation hi to nahi ban raha hai. 
Tan Theta teen saal waste kar 
chuka hai. Cos Theta ko approach 
tak nahi kiya 

Dev's expression drops. A book in front of the camera now.

ROSE
Wow, aur abhi tak wo uske baare 
mein sochta hai?

CALLER
Every single day! To ab sawaal 
yeh hai ki Cos theta ka diya hua 
hint Love Story ban payega ya 
nahi

ROSE
..oh..!!

Dev jumps out of his bed and runs.

INT. DINO'S ROOM - NIGHT96

Dev bursts into Dino's room, who is coolly sitting on his 
desk, chatting in an Ipad and with a kerchief over mouth to 
change his voice. ('Love Story' in front of him)
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DINO
To koi suggestion hai tumhaare 
paas?

Dev can't do anything. Holds his head, containing an 
explosion. 

ROSE
I think Tan ko Cos se baat karni 
chahiye pehle

Dino brings the guitar in front now

DINO
Wonderful.. aur kyunki yeh dono 
hi thetas tumhaare show ko dekh 
rahe hain, main unhein is Friday 
evening Hard Rock Cafe invite 
karta hoon jahan Love Story ka 
naya chapter start hoga. Thanks 
and goodnight Rose. 

He switches the Ipad off and Dev jumps to grab his neck and 
throw punches.

DEV
You bloody nutcase..Dimagh kharab 
hai tumhara? 

DINO
Arre, pyar kiya to darna kya? 
Agar kuch kuch hota hai to 
Dabbang bano.. Thoda Gadar karo 

Despite the suffering Dino cannot control his laughter.

INT. MR. SHETTY'S OFFICE - DAY97

Mahesh knocks and enters Mr. Shetty's cabin. He is nattily 
dressed in a suit. 

MAHESH
Congratulations Sir. Finally 
Judge maan gaya..

DHANANJAY
Hmm.. 

MAHESH
Marriage annulment ka paper file 
hone wale hain sir. 

DHANANJAY
Iska khushi mein tum suit daala? 
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MAHESH
(smiles shyly) 

No Sir.. 

INT. KARISHMA'S HOUSE - DAY98

Mridula is ill at ease. The husband and wife are in the 
bedroom. 

DHANANJAY
Jaise bhi dekh le, yahi best hai. 

MRIDULA
Arre wo kaam karta hai apne liye, 
aur.. kaisa match hai?!

DHANANJAY
Control rahega. Aur mera baad 
dhanda dekh sakta hai.

Mridula is thinking. She peeps out of the door and sees 
Mahesh sitting on Mr. Shetty's arm chair, just like his 
boss, feeling proud of himself. 

DHANANJAY(CONT'D)
Tu ladka dekh rahi hai na.. koi 
mila?

Knock on the door and Karishma enters. 

        KARISHMA
Appa, mujhe shopping karni hai.. 
personal. Ek ghante ke liye ja 
sakti hoon? 

Dhananjay nods

EXT. VAMA - DAY99

A car comes to a halt. Mahesh, who is sitting in front with 
the driver gets down as Karishma gets out of the backseat. 

MAHESH
Karishmaji, main office pahunchte 
hi gaadi bhej

KARISHMA
Thanks (walks off)

MAHESH
Aap miss call de dena isko  

Mahesh just sits and watches her enter
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MAHESH (CONT’D)
Chal.. 

INT. VAMA - DAY100

Karishma is looking around

DINO (O.C)
Thanks for coming

Karishma looks at him and without a word hands him a pen 
drive. 

DINO (CONT’D)
Aah.. Finally. You know photos to 
achhi leti ho tum. Career 
option..sochna! ok Bye!

KARISHMA
Already apply kar diya hai. 
Australia aur New Zealand mein 

DINO
Oh superb! Aur is bahaane yahan 
se nikal bhi jaogi. Mera bhi aisa 
hi plan hai. TY over, aur main 
out.. 

KARISHMA
Uske baad MTV aur Channel V mein 
dikhoge.. 

DINO
Actually, pata nahi

KARISHMA
Kya?

DINO
Yehi ke mere andar music ka itna 
passion hai ya nahi.. 

KARISHMA
What!? us stupid jungle mein bhi 
apne guitar se chipke hue the tum

DINO
Isi liye tod diya? 

KARISHMA
Nahi, todna to tumhaara sar 
chahti thi, pata nahi kaise bach 
gaye. 
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EXT. CAR - DAY101

Sound of phone ringing in the backseat of the car. Mahesh 
turns and looks. 

INT. VAMA - DAY102

DINO
You know, saari ghalati bhaiya ki 
hai

KARISHMA
Really ..How!?

DINO
Wo itna good hai ki mujhe bad boy 
bann ke hi attention mil sakti 
thi na ? Shayad guitar bhi usi 
image ka part hai. I mean, aisa 
nahi hai ki mujhe music pasand 
nahi hai, lekin agar wo class 
mein padhai jaye, compulsory ho 
jaye, to kya main jhel paunga? 

KARISHMA
Yeh sab tumne.. khud socha hai?

DINO
Bottomline yehi hai - jahan 
doubts hain wahan dil nahi ho 
sakta. 

KARISHMA
Dino, tumhaare andar sense aane 
laga hai kya? 

DINO 
Ae zyada smartness dikhaugi na to 
main.! (changes) kuch positive 
karunga

He notices the back of her hand when she raises it. 

DINO (CONT’D)
Yeh tattoo - isko remove karvana 
hai to mere paas ek number hai. 
Laser and all..clean job. 

KARISHMA
To apna kyun nahi karvaya? 
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DINO
Pehle ghusse mein socha tha. But 
then mujhe yeh anyway bahut cool 
lagta hai, so..You want the 
number?

KARISHMA
Zindagi mein phir blunder na 
karun isliye apni sabse badi 
bhool ko humesha apne aankh ke 
saamne rakhna chahti hoon

They stare at each other

DINO
Time up

KARISHMA
Achha hua!! 

DINO
Katne ke liye nahi keh raha 
hoon.. dekho, puppy aa gaya lene

Karishma turns and sees Mahesh entering. He hasn't noticed 
them. Karishma feels her pockets and realizes phone is not 
with her.

KARISHMA
Oh shit!..what if he sees you?!

Striding forth

DINO
Saale ke baap se darta hoon 
main?!

Karishma physically holds him and pulls him away, just as 
Mahesh enters that section looking for her. They are inside 
one of the changing cabin.

KARISHMA
Tum do minute yahan reh sakte ho?

She is about to step out. Mahesh comes to that area

DINO
Hey..atitude kisi aur ko dena

KARISHMA
Shut up yaar.. 

Mahesh thinks he has heard her voice

MAHESH
Karishmaji..
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Before Dino can say anything she puts her hand on his 
mouth. Mahesh starts looking at the legs of people changing

MAHESH (CONT’D)
Karishmaji.. hello! Karishmaji

As he comes to the last one where Karishma and Dino are, 
she suddenly jumps onto Dino so that her feet can't be 
seen. Dino is stunned as she clings onto him with her arms 
and legs wrapped around him. 

SLIGHT SLOW 
MO:

Dino holds her. His breathing accentuates. Her face turns 
to him slightly. They can feel each others' heartbeat. The 
smell..the warm feeling. Mahesh has checked and gone. She 
gets off slowly, turns deliberately not looking him in the 
eye, pauses for a bit, but leaves.

NORMAL: 

Dino falls back against the wall, releasing his breath

DINO
Blunder.com...tattoo mita do 

  

INT. UZAIR'S HOUSE - DAY103

The game of boxing on Wii. The one in blue is getting 
thrashed by red. Reveal that Uzair and Dino are with the 
respective remotes and sweating it out. Uzair presses pause

DINO
..Kya hua?

UZAIR
Itna pitt raha hai.. Thoda paani  
pee le

Hands Dino a bottle of water. 

UZAIR (CONT’D)
To Karishma sachmuch tere dill 
se.. wipe out? 

Dino nod while gulping.

UZAIR (CONT’D)
Pakka..?

DINO
Abe annulment! Ab aur kya pakka 
hoga?
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UZAIR
Hmm..! Actually main na kamina 
types hoon yaar 

DINO
Pata hai

UZAIR
Nahi, nahi pata

DINO
Kya?

UZAIR
..Karishma

DINO
Matlab?

UZAIR
Jab college mein tum dono ko link 
karte the to meri solid jalti thi

DINO
K..? Karishma?

UZAIR
..Yeah man

Dino is shocked and looking hurt

UZAIR (CONT’D)
..I mean sorry yaar...

DINO
Saale..!!! Pehle bata diya hota 
to teenon saath mein bhaage hote, 
bahot maza aata 

Both laugh & hi fives

UZAIR
Bastard.. Aise darata hai koi?

DINO
Lagi na solid? 

UZAIR
Bahut ghusse mein tha..I swear. 
But phir maine realize kiya it 
was so bloody obvious ki tum dono  
‘made for each other’ ho

DINO
Yehi to hum bhi sochte the.. and 
sunn, bahut jaldi line khulne 
wali hai. 
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Phone karna shuru kar de - kaun 
banega Karishma ka pati, Dwitya.

He laughs at his joke and picks up the remote to play on

UZAIR
Oh, to tujhe pata nahi hai?

INT. GOLD'S GYM/ SPIN ROOM - DAY104

A room full of people toiling away on stationary cycles. 
Low light and peppy beat. 

INSTRUCTER 
Spin spin spin.. fast fast fast.. 
go go go.. and slow.. slow and 
low 

Karishma is also on a cycle and is startled 

DINO (O.C)
MAHESH?!?

She sees Dino coming up to her 

DINO (CONT’D)
MAHESH?!?

INT. GOLD'S GYM/ LANDING - DAY105

DINO
Jisko puppy bolne se Jerry ki 
insult hoti hai, uske saath..?! 
Matlab, tumhaara rate market mein 
itna gir gaya hai? 

KARISHMA
Tumhein kya farak padta hai?

UZAIR
Yaar, main jaata - 

Dino holds him.

DINO
Mujhe nahi..ise! saalon se isko 
crush hai tumhaare uper. 

KARISHMA
UZAIR!?!

UZAIR
Abe kya kar - 
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DINO
Arre, us aadmi ki aukaat hi kya 
jiska role model tumhaara baap 
ho? Uzi ke saath kahin zyaada set 
rahogi 

UZAIR
Arre, lekin main -

KARISHMA
Mujhe pata hai mere liye kya 
accha hai aur kya ghalat, got it! 

(to Uzair)
I mean main yeh nahi keh rahi 
hoon ki tum ghalat ho

UZAIR
I know.. I know..

DINO
Ghanta pata hai! Mahesh ke sath 
wo teen hafte bhi nahi survive 
karogi jo mere saath kiya tha. 
Sar se payr tak tattoo karna 
padega.. tatoo

KARISHMA
Firstly, Mahesh mera decision 
nahi hai. And secondly, agar isse 
tumko problem ho rahi hai then 
even better

Uzair tries to be heard

UZAIR
Hey..listen guys.. I think you 
should.. guys

DINO
Problem?! Ha ha ha, I’m laughing. 
Mujhe to maza aa raha hai.. Hansi 
aa rahi hai tumhaare upar

KARISHMA
What a loser! Humiliate hone ke 
baad bhi hansi nahi ruk rahi hai 

DINO
Apni maid se shaadi to nahi kar 
raha hoon na

UZAIR
(BLOWS UP)

CHUP BEHENCHOD!! Both of you just 
shut up

They are shocked. Dino gestures to K - whats with him?
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UZAIR (CONT’D)
Yaad hai pehle sab kehte the ki 
tum dono ka chakkar hai, lekin 
tumhein hi nahi pata?

DINO & KARISHMA
Yeah.. haan, to..?

UZAIR
Abhi bhi exactly same scene hai 
tum dono ka, samjhe!?

He walks off. They look at him go and then turn to each 
other. makes gestures

DINO
Is he.. Nuts 

KARISHMA
Kuch bhi bol raha hai

As they back off from each other (Music fades in)

DINO
fully mental yaar. 

KARISHMA
.. seriously

Awkwardness as they stand facing each other.

KARISHMA (CONT’D)
Well, I.. have to.. 

DINO
Yeah, okay bye! 

INT. HARD ROCK CAFE  - NIGHT106

Drum beats and the band is setting up and tuning equipment. 
People sitting around drinking/dining. Dev is on a bar-
stool sipping fresh lime and looking at his watch anxiously 
from time to time and Dino comes up.

DINO
Ayegi..ayegi..tension mat lo

DEV
Isi baat ki to tension hai -kahin 
aa gayi to..?! 

DINO
Arre lemon juice hatao. Rum piyo 
aur stress bhagao
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DEV
Yaar bolunga kya usse? kya soch 
rahi hogi mere baare mein, God?! 
Tumhaare break tak nahi ayee to 
main to nikal raha hoon

And he sees her in front of him. Rose, Pretty as a flower.  

ROSE
Hi Dev.. 

Dev is flustered.

DEV
Hi.. Hi.. Rose. How are you 
joining us?..I mean please join.. 
and..  

ROSE
I'm doing fine..

DINO
Main hoon little bro - AKA Dino. 
Aur aaplogon ka table yahan hai. 

The band has started playing. 

DINO (CONT'D)
You will have to excuse me.. I’m 
working. Cheers!

ROSE
Hey Sine Theta..! Thanks for 
calling in

Dino smiles and leaves and Dev tries to compose himself

ROSE (CONT’D)
So.. Long time..?

DEV
Yeah.. Main thoda busy ho gaya 
tha

ROSE
I know.. MBA, job, and all that 
travelling. To aaj teen saal baad 
kaun si important baat kehne ke 
liye time nikaala tumne? 

DEV
Taxi!.. Sorry sorry.. Waiter! 

Dev almost chokes.. Orders drinks..bumbling. And watching 
him fondly from far is Dino. Looking at these two he picks 
up the guitar and pauses looking at the tattoo in his hand. 
Then strikes the chords, playing with his eyes closed
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INT. KARISHMA'S HOUSE - NIGHT107

The music drifts into pictures of Dino and Karishma with 
Jerry. Karishma is looking at them on her Ipad. 

MAHESH (O.C.)
Karishmaji.. hi!

She looks up and sees Mahesh. As nattily dressed as 
conceivable to him. 

MAHESH (CONT'D)
How are you..? 

Karishma gets up and moves towards the edge overlooking 
marine drive. 

KARISHMA
Mujhe khabar kar diya gaya hai

MAHESH
Ji.. Pata hai

KARISHMA
To ye bhi pata hona chahiye ki 
yeh meri marzi nahi hai. Lekin 
phirbhi main mana nahi kar sakti. 
Isliye.. Congratulations Mahesh.

MAHESH
Actually main aapko congratulate 
karne aaya tha

KARISHMA
Oh really...!

Takes out an envelope

MAHESH
Ek college ka acceptance letter 
aaya hai - UNITEC, New Zealand.

Karishma is astonished. Opens and sees for herself.

MAHESH (CONT'D)
Shaadi ke baad aap jo chahe kar 
sakti hain- meri taraf se no 
problem, okay? 

Smiles and walks off with Karishma staring behind him.
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INT. BINDASS TV - NIGHT108

MAN 10
bilkul saamne wali seat mein 
maine ek aurat ko dekha - apne 
husband ke sath pop corn kha rahi 
hai, film dekh rahi hai.. Sab 
mast. Hall se nikalne ke baad 
mujhe shock laga - yeh to wahi 
thi jiske sath main che saal 
pehle bhaaga tha

ROSE
Ab to aapke bachhe bhi bade ho 
gaye.. Unhein pata hai ki aapne 
aap bhaage the? 
 

EXT. A ROAD - DAY109

The road is empty. A car is standing at a little distance 
from the gate of Karishma's building. Milind is at the 
wheels and Dino, wearing a cap, is slouching behind. 

DINO
Time waste kar rahe ho tum log. 

Karishma appears at the gate with Juhi and Uzair. Then they 
turn and walk towards the car gesturing a 'no'(uzi) and 
Karishma is about to return when Dino suddenly lunges 
forward and honks. She stops. 

MILIND
Kya kar raha hai yaar? Arre utar 
mat, koi dekh lega to - 

But Dino has got out and walks up to Karishma with his 
hands in his pocket. 

KARISHMA
Kya hai?!

DINO
Kuch kehna tha

KARISHMA
Kya?

And he suddenly pounces on her, putting color on her face 
and hair

DINO
Bura na maano Holi hai!

He throws more color on her
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KARISHMA
You bloody freak!!

DINO
Ab jao, ghus jao wapis apne bil 
mein

Dino runs back to the car where everybody is in shock. 

DINO (CONT’D)
Bhaga, bhaga.. chal jaldi

Milind floors it

JUHI
Have you lost it?!

DINO
Ab dekhna, zaroor ayegi

INT. KARISHMA'S BUILDING/ LOBBY - DAY110

A lift comes to a halt and as he is getting out, Mahesh 
gets repulsed seeing a figure covered in color.

MAHESH
Ae..

KARISHMA
(Seething)

Gadi nikalo

EXT. HOLI PARTY - DAY111

Dont show atmosphere here much. Follow characters.

Dino enters the party, fully colored and pumping water from 
a couple of water guns - wild. And with him are Juhi, Uzair 
and Milind who meet, color and dance with others they know. 

Karishma makes her way towards the crowd, while avoiding 
color, Mahesh slinks away to one side. Karishma searching. 
Clean and crisp Mahesh feeling odd among holi revelers. A 
hand lands on Mahesh's shoulder at the tent and he turns in 
shock

UZAIR
Are Maheshji!! Laundry se nikal 
ke straight yahan aa gaye? 

Fearing that he will be touched.

MAHESH
Ae.. Ae..I don't like all this
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UZAIR
Oh! No problem, aap yeh lijiye

He picks up a glass from a passing waiter and offers

MAHESH
No..No.. I’m ok

UZAIR
Arre thandai to peena padega.. 
pehli baar humare sath party kar 
rahe hain. Bina bhang wali hai 
na? Good..thanks!

MAHESH
Yes yes. (sip) Nice haan.. thanks

In the crowd, Juhi moves towards Karishma.

JUHI
Hey.. Great you came!

KARISHMA
Where is he..!?

MILIND
Are yaar.. Itne time ke baad hum 
sab finally saath hain. ab chal 
na, just forget everything and 
have fun! 

‘Yeaaah’. Juhi swings her and they dance around her. She 
smiles. Suddenly there is a water jet on them and they 
shriek. Its Dino. 

KARISHMA
Teri to... !! 

Juhi and Milind pin him down while Karishma empties a 
bucket of colored water on him. Then sits on him and rubs 
color wildly on his back, hair and all over. She is 
delighted at her feat. Dino shouts above the din

DINO
This..this is it! Yeh hai 
Karishma.'appa jaisa bolenge'- wo 
nahi ho tum. Tum wo ho jo aadhi 
raat ko pahad se chillati ho. 
(getting up, holding her) Hey!! 
Life khatam nahi hui hai 
tumhaari, shuru ho rahi hai!!  

Dhol begins and the DJ’s music ebbs. Milind and Juhi give 
them a hand and pull them up. The crowd has started moving 
to the dhol. Reveal the holi revelry. 
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A large lawn thronging with revelers, colors flying in the 
air and jets of water all around. Heady atmosphere. People 
being flung into mud pits, chasing and rubbing color etc. 
Suddenly someone comes belly sliding on the floor next to 
the friends. 

KARISHMA
Mahesh!? 

He is covered in muck more than color and disoriented. 

MAHESH
Mujhe koi nahi chhu sakta, koi 
nahi..

He runs and dives on the grass. 

UZAIR
Maheshji ne bina bhaang wali 
drink pee li.. bahut saari

As Dino, Milind and Juhi do high-fives, Karishma just 
shakes her head and smiles. The dhol beat picks up in a big 
way as the beat builds towards a crescendo, 

SLOW MO:

Friends dance together ..uninhibited. Just like old times.

INT. BOMBAY ELECTRIC CAFÉ - DAY112

It's a relaxed Sunday morning. Dev is with Rose and Dino 
has a text book on his lap, but is on the ipad. 

ROSE
Lets do something exciting.. I 
don’t know what but

DEV
Will Smith ki film lagi hai

ROSE
Oh Movies nahi please, its boring

DEV
Then.. lunch karne chalte hain.. 

ROSE
..And..

DEV
And shaam mein ek comedy show hai

ROSE
Late nahi kar sakti..mera show 
hai na
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DINO
Ho gaya? Ab taxi bulao

DEV
Kyun?

DINO
Do ghante mein flight hai Goa ki. 
Cab le kar Uttorda beach jaana, 
Zee Bop has amazing lobster, 
Prawn curry rice..the works. Aur 
8 pm return. PNR hai XJ692D 

Dino keeps the Ipad in front of Dev.

DEV
Rose, I assure you, yeh bura 
ladka nahi hai. Sirf brain mein 
oxygen level thoda

ROSE
XJ..what?

DINO
..692D

DEV
Matlab tum. Aur main. Goa? for 
Lunch? 

ROSE
Agar tum shock se nikal paye aur 
hum flight le paye to.. 

He gets up.

DEV
Right.. two minutes.. 

He rushes out.

ROSE
Thanks B.A

DINO
No sweat Gulabo! usi ke credit 
card se kiya hai

ROSE
Bohot miss karte ho use? 

        DINO
What are you saying yaar.. 

ROSE (CONT’D)
Jaante ho kitne shows kiye hain 
maine is topic pe? 
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Tum Dev aur mere through apna 
romance jeene ki koshish kar rahe 
ho. Bol do na apne dil ki baat 
use

DINO
So that wo goli maar de mujhe aur 
game over. Nice plan

A taxi honks outside. They get up and leave

ROSE
But Dino listen.. tumhein apne 
pyaar ko na test karna chahiye.. 
look out for signs, you know..

He holds the door out and she gets in

DINO
Oh come on..! Meri life koi rondu 
cheesy Hollywood film hai kya? 

Slams the door shut and the taxi takes off. Remote switch 
off action.

DINO (CONT’D)
Accha karta tha.. iska show 
switch off karke. Signs my foot!!

INT. MARRIAGE COUNSELOR - DAY113

Dino and Karishma are getting bored sitting on chairs 
opposite the counselor.

COUNSELOR
Judge ki personal request pe 
aapka ek final session kar rahi 
hoon, ok. So then, ab to kaafi 
waqt beet gaya hai, aur mujhe 
lagta hai aapka ghussa bhi thanda 
ho gaya hoga. beeta hua pal bhi - 

DINO
very nice.. bahut acchi achhi 
baat kar rahi hain aap, bas koi 
question mat kijiyega please

COUNSELOR
Kyun..?

DINO
Arre please mat poochiye - danger 
hai

COUNSELOR
Main nahi samjhi
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DINO
Dekhiye, aap question karengi to 
to hum answer denge. Hum answer 
denge to phir argument hogi. phir 
wahi paani ka jug ..aur mera sir - 
nahi nahi, bahut danger hai  

COUNSELOR
Relax, jug hata diya hai maine

DINO
Oh good, to ab badla.com

And he kicks Karishma’s chair and she falls. 

DINO (CONT’D)
Sorry, question kiya aur..

Throwing up his hand he runs off. Karishma follows in anger

KARISHMA
You bloody jerk..!! 

INT. UNIVERSAL BEER BAR - DAY114

Laughter! A stack of empty beer bottles at a table where 
Dino and Karishma are having a blast at the seedy joint. 

KARISHMA
That was mean! That was really 
mean

DINO
yeah.. That was fun na?!

KARISHMA
And you know, Mahesh abhi bhi 
wahan gaadi mein wait kar raha 
hoga mera

DINO
Full jaan laga raha hai bechara- 
Meri biwi ka hone waala pati

More laughter and banging at the table while downing more 
beer. This is a no holding back, free wheeling chat..

KARISHMA
Patidev..!

DINO
Actually K, mujhe na kuch baat 
karni thi tumse.. blunder waali. 
Bol doon kya? 
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KARISHMA
Haan..haan. Ab kya bacha hai bura 
lagne ko? 

DINO
K.. Agar..you know main.. I mean 
you and I’m thinking

KARISHMA
What?

DINO
Saala, itna peene ke baad 
bolunga, to last time jaise phir 
locha.com ho jayega

KARISHMA
Oh yeah!.. Saari problem isi 
jageh se to start hui thi

DINO
Exactly.. Lekin ek afsos reh 
gaya.. Bahut bada afsos..

KARISHMA
Really? Kya? 

DINO
Itna sab lafda hua, epic fail, 
earth shattering kaand- lekin 
apni suhaag raat nahi hui yaar

KARISHMA
O! fully emotional types, haan? 
Lekin ek baat bolun? Abhi bhi 
main tumhaari biwi hoon..you can 
try

He looks at her in surpirse - really! And then breaks into 
laughter and she does too.

DINO
Oh God! kya kya nahi kiya 
humlogon ne.. Dumb and Dumber 
part 3! What were we thinking 
yaar?! 

KARISHMA
I swear.. aur abhi bhi hum kya 
soch rahe hain? iss tarah..again. 
Kya kar rahi hoon main yahan?

DINO
..K..?

She gets up and staggers out.
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KARISHMA
I'm sorry..I have to go!

DINO
Arre.. kya kar rahi ho?

He drops some money on the table and runs out

EXT. MARINE LINES OVERBRIDGE - DAY115

Dino follows Karishma through the busy street and up the 
bridge. 

DINO
Karishma, take it easy yaar..

KARISHMA
Kya point hai is sab ka? Wahi 
cycle phir start ho rahi hai aur 
aage jaake..?! Aur yeh pain 
handle nahi kar sakti main

DINO
I'm sorry Karishma! Jo maine 
kiya.. aur jo kuch bhi hua 
tumhaare saath.. I'm really sorry

KARISHMA
See..just see - kaise ek doosre 
mein phanse hue hain hum dono. Ek 
doosre ke dimagh ke andar tak 
ghus gaye hain. Mujhe aur 
confusion nahi chahiye - I cannot 
kill myself anymore yaar! 

Pause. Realization.

DINO
Jitna cheenoge, utna khoge.. Hai 
na? 

She’s trying to comprehend. 

DINO (CONT’D)
K, main tumhein mujhse azaad 
karta hoon. Ab kabhi tumhaare 
raaste mein hi nahi aunga. ok? 
Lo, ho gayi problem solve. Main 
sirf itna chahta hoon ki tum wo 
karo jo tum karna chahti ho.. aur 
wo raho jo tum ho. So, goodbye 
K.. 

He extends his hand and though a little stunned, she takes 
it. As they shake hands, the tattoos on both their hands 
complete (it was a symbol of their love). 
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They both look at it for a while. Then he raises her hand 
gesturing towards her tattoo -

DINO (CONT’D)
No more blunders..Princess..

SONG #6 Begins. He smiles and leaves. She watches him go 
down the steps, then turns and walks away.    

I/E. VARIOUS LOCATIONS117

SONG # 6: DIL BEQASOOR (follow treatment note)

Dino stands upon the edge at Nariman point. He has the Ipod 
in his hand, which he lets go into the sea and walks away. 
There is no angst in him, nor strain or any falseness.. but 
peace.  

The cafe zoe, where Dino isn't at his usual place playing 
the guitar. Neena is in the corridor, about to open the 
door to their flat when she notices something in the 
dustbin. Its Dino's guitar. 

Mahesh's family at Karishma's house - a throwback from the 
time the suitor had come to see her.

Neena prods Pradeep, who then opens the door to Dino's room 
and sees him immersed in his books. He quietly shuts the 
door. 

Karishma and Dino's life around studies, exams and friends. 
Their exam centres are nearby and they cross each other. He 
smiles but never goes up to her. Mahesh comes to pick 
Karishma up. Time goes by and the exultation of students 
marks the end of BA. 

BREAK IN SONG

EXT. MRS. REGE'S OFFICE - DAY118

Shot of the family court.

INT. MRS. REGE'S OFFICE - DAY119

In the stuffy office Mrs. Rege, the judge looks like 
someone who has lost a battle. Dino is standing with Dad, 
Dev and his lawyer on one side and Karishma is looking 
down, sitting with her father opposite the Judge. Mahesh is 
standing behind his boss with the lawyer. 
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MRS. REGE
Aaj tum log ke ek sign se yeh 
marriage humesha ke liye khatam 
ho jayegi. Main remind kar doon - 
abhi bhi time hai ek baar

DHANANJAY
Haan thank you. paper aage please 

MRS. REGE
(pointing out on paper)

Dinesh Pradeep Nigam

Dino looks at the paper for a moment and then in a flash he 
picks up the pen, signs and goes to the door..

MRS. REGE(CONT'D)
Mr. Dinesh ek minute, rukna hai 
abhi

Then he passes the paper to Karishma.

MRS. REGE (CONT'D)
.. side mein aapka sign lagega

Karishma keeps staring at it. She is taking her time which 
begins to annoy Mr. Shetty. Dino turns and looks at her. 
But her eyes are lowered and he can only see her back as 
she now slowly signs. Judge shows the paper to Dino. 

MRS. REGE (CONT'D)
Check kar lo, sab barabar hai 
na..? 

And Dinesh notices something on the paper. Wet drops.. It 
takes him a moment to realize.

PRADEEP
Haan haan.. Sab theek hai. Ab ho 
gaya?.. Chaliye thank you

As Karishma gets up and heads for the door, with her head 
still down, Dino sees tears streaming down her face. His 
senses slowly go numb and slow: 

(PBS 6 Continues)Others brushing past him. Dhananjay hugs 
Mahesh. People in their routine don't even notice her. 
Karishma leaves with Mahesh. Dhananjay pats Dino's shoulder 
and smiles as he leaves too. The fathers shake hand in 
relief. Dino looks at the annulment paper being put in the 
file with unblinking eyes. He steps out and sees Karishma's 
car drive off. Dev puts an arm around his brother and leads 
him away. 
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INT. DHANANJAY'S HOUSE - NIGHT120

Sound of dholak. The house has been decorated for 
'mehendi/haldi'. The women are singing while Karishma sits 
with her head lowered and hands with wet mehendi, spread. 
Clapping with the beat, Seema comes to sit beside her and 
taking out a kerchief wipes the unending stream of tears.

INT. DINO'S ROOM - NIGHT121

INTERCUT:

Dino's mother is helping him pack, he looks distracted. 

INTERCUT:

Much fuss as Mahesh enters with his folks and friends 
wearing a bright red kurta and chunni, trying to move his 
stiff shoulders to the dholak beat.

INTERCUT:

Dino's room: Uzair, Milind and Juhi visit. Dino hugs and 
says his goodbyes to the friends. 

The luggage is ready and already Dino's room is looking 
neat and bare. He is sitting on the bed looking out of the 
window when Pradeep enters with Dev and hands him a wad of 
pounds. He is about to leave when he turns around, puts his 
hand on Dino’s head proudly and then hugs him. Includes Dev 
in the hug too.  Karishma's clothes have been packed and 
being taken away. She is getting ready to go for the 
wedding. 

Neena is crying and kissing Dino where she had slapped him 
earlier. Dev has his suitcase. As she releases him, the 
brothers leave. 

EXT. BOMBAY ROADS - DAY122

Dino's journey to the airport and Karishma's to the venue. 
They are both sitting in silence. Dino's car stops in a jam 
and he sees a wedding procession. Gets fidgety, but the 
groom on the horse isn't Mahesh. As his car drives on, from 
behind, Karishma's crosses. Dino's car swerves towards the 
airport. And Karishma's to the wedding venue.

PBS 6 ENDS

EXT. SUBURBAN ROAD - DAY123

DINO
Stop! stop! stop!
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As Dev breaks, Dino jumps out of the car and picks up a 
scared pup loitering on the road.

DINO (CONT'D)
Oh! Thank god!

He is looking around.

DEV
ok come, lets go.. 

DINO
Iski Ma nahi dikh rahi hai. Maybe 
its lost

DEV
To usko side pe rakh do aur chalo

DINO
Is baar to bach gaya, lekin agar 
kisi gaadi ke niche aa gaya to?

Dev gets out.. Impatient.

DEV
To kya London School of Economics 
le ke jaoge ise? what’s more 
important yaar.. tumhaara jaana 
ya yeh sab..?

DINO
A.P, ek baat jaante ho?.. meri 
life jo hai na.. ek rondu cheesy 
Hollywood film hai

INT. BINDASS TV STUDIO - NIGHT116

ROSE
Actually I beleive in signs. Yeh 
universe na humaare confused dimagh 
ko hints deti rehti hai, phir hum 
unka kya karte hain, wo humaari 
taqdeer bann jaati hai.

DIRECTOR
Cut!...You’re rocking it Rose!

ROSE
Please lets not break

DIRECTOR
Paanch minute ka banta hai

He points in a direction where Dev is standing. She runs to 
him and hugs
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ROSE
Thank God tum aa gaye

DEV
That.. last part?!

Rose nods.

EXT. MARRIAGE VENUE - DAY 124

Plenty of guests in the open Shamiana where lunch has been 
served. Behind all this, a pup is put on top of the wall 
and then Dino scales it. 

As he is trying to sneak in from a side, a hand comes to 
his shoulder, startling him.

UZAIR
What the hell are you doing here 
dude? ..aur yeh kutta..?!

DINO
Dude, tu jiske phere mein tha wo 
aaj phere lene wali hai aur tu 
pahunch gaya phool barsane? 

UZAIR
Waisa nahi hai.. friend hai 
aakhir

DINO
Abe, main to usse zyaada friend 
hoon tera?..uski shaadi kisi aur 
se ho rahi hai aur tu ..tu plate 
pakad ke line mein lagega? 
Biryani ki fight karega?

UZAIR
Abe mera chodh, tu kyun aaya hai - 
biryaani khane ya ladki bhagaane? 
Plate doon, ya bike nikalun? 

DINO
Uzi, iss baar na yaar kuch 'hatt 
ke' karte hain..

UZAIR
Oh No..!
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INT. BRIDAL ROOM - DAY.125

Karishma the bride, with Juhi on her side, is with the 
ladies when suddenly a pup runs in creating havoc among the 
women. Karishma instinctively picks him up. Uzair appears. 

JUHI
Uzi! What the hell?!

UZAIR
K.. say hello to Tom.

She looks at him to confirm and he nods. She slumps back on 
her chair with a sign. 

KARISHMA
Oh.. crap! 

EXT. MANDAP - DAY126

Dhananjay and others usher an ecstatic Mahesh and make him 
take his seat at the mandap in front of the havan. Milind 
is taking photographs. Hearing Mridula's shriek, Dhananjay 
looks up at Dino approaching. Dino is trying to be calm and 
confident. 

DINO
Hello Uncle.. Hello Aunty

DHANANJAY
Kya kar raha hai idhar? 

DINO
(nervous) nahi main.. Idhar se 
ghuzar raha tha, socha milta 
chalun

DHANANJAY
Kya?

DINO
I mean aapse baat karni thi

Mahesh tries to get up but Dhananjay pats him to stay. 
Milind hides behind someone. 

DINO (CONT’D)
Dekhiye, main hero nahi hoon, na 
aap villain, hai na? Hum sab kuch 
sort kar sakte hain.. 

DHANANJAY
Ae, chal nikal.. Nikal..

People come to take him
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DINO
Sir.. sir, main drama karne nahi 
aaya hoon. Karishma se bhi nahi 
mila.. straight aapke paas aa 
gaya, sirf apna point bataana hai

MRIDULA
Nikaalo isko.. Baat kya sun rahe 
ho iska

Dhananjay puts his hand up for her to stop and strides 
towards Dino. 

DHANANJAY
Chal..bata..kya hai tera point? 
Bata mereko!!

Dino gets nervous, steps back

DINO
Uncle, point yeh hai ki.. 
Karishma aur main.. matlab hum 
dono na.. abhi bhi hum ek doosre 
se..  

He gets conscious of the entire crowd staring at him. 

DINO (CONT’D)
aaplog ghabraiye mat, koi waisa 
waala scene nahi hai, easy.. 
Easy..  

DHANANJAY
(thunders)  

Tu point bata apna!! bata!

He gulps. Caterer whispers to Dhananjay from behind

CATERER
Sir, khaana ready ho gaya

Dev has entered with parents. 

PRADEEP
Dinesh! Kya kar rahe ho tum? 
idhar aao

DINO
Papa, wahi kar raha hoon… kaand! 
Dekhiye, abhi Karishma neeche 
ayegi aur sab clear.. ho..jayega

Dino has seen Uzair coming down alone, gesturing 'no luck'.

DINO (CONT’D)
Oh crap..!
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All eyes on him. He begins to snigger.. 

DINO (CONT’D)
Jab josh ka hai dum, tab ho ke
rahega kandam!

He is laughing now, much to everyone’s shock.

DHANANJAY
Ae ja ke dimagh ka ilaaj karao 
iska. Mera beti thookega bhi nahi 
iska upar.

KARISHMA (O.C)
Jitna cheenoge, utna khoge. Aur 
jitna chodhoge, utna paoge! hai 
na?!

Karishma is standing on the balcony overhead. They look at 
each other. They know. Others are confused.  

MRIDULA
Kya.. Kya ho raha hai? 

DINO
Meri situation dekho yaar. Kuch 
karo, kuch bolo na inse.. 

KARISHMA
Bol doon kya..? 

DHANANJAY
Ae kya bolegi? 

KARISHMA
Dharti se le ke aasmaan tak. 
Maternity ward se le ke shamshaan 
tak, even Qayamat se qayamat tak - 
pyar hi pyar hai harr taraf! Dino 
aur Karishma ka mindblowing pyar!

DINO
Yeah baby.. (confidence) my 
girl.. Dekha!! Dekha!! 

Quick intercuts/reaction: Everybody is looking in shock. 
Milind starts taking snaps. People looking at each other 
questioningly, youngsters laughing. While Karishma's 
proclamation continues, Mridula shakes her husband - 

GRANNY
Kya kar rahi hai..Dhananjay!

DHANANJAY
Ae.. Andar ja.. Karishma!
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MRIDULA
Shut up kar anpa muh.. shut up 
kar!! aap kuch karo na..roko

KARISHMA
(has continued without 
stopping)

Aaj koi rok nahi sakta mujhe 
jeene se. Koi rok nahi sakta 
mujhe tumse pyaar karne se. Main 
paida hui hoon to tumhaare liye 
aur tum sirf mere liye bane ho 
Dino. I love this life because I 
love you

DINO
Yeah baby.. I love you, love you, 
love you!!!! We rock!

PRADEEP
Dinesh!

DEV
Ek second papa

NEENA
Dekho to.. Dekho..

SEEMA
Amma, sab guest ja rahe hain.. 

Everything is happening simultaneously. Mridula trying to 
tell the guests to hold on while shaking her husband. Dino 
runs towards Karishma and Granny runs after him but gives 
up soon and laments at her son from there - 

GRANNY
Arre pakad isko..pakad. kya kar 
raha hai? 

MRIDULA
kuch karo aap, kuch karo

DHANANJAY
(Bursting) To kya karega main?! 
Usne kar kiya na abhi!! kya 
karega bata

CATERER
Sir, khana ready ho gaya

DHANANJAY
(screaming) Ae!! kachda mein daal 
de khana
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DEV
Uncle..! ghussa hone ka time nahi 
hai. Jaldi damage control karna 
padega..

PRADEEP
Kya kar rahe ho Dev? 

DEV
Papa, aakhir common problem hai. 
Milke solution nikaalte hain, hai 
na? Ayiye.. ayiye please..

He’s leading them to a side.

INT. WEDDING VENUE/ STEPS - DAY127

Karishma and Dino are in each other's arms. 

KARISHMA
Dekh liya na mera Karishma!?

DINO
Mind blowing yaar! Aur meri entry 
bhi superb thi na? game changer

KARISHMA
Haan lekin tum to paper sign kar 
ke bhaag rahe the. Aansu gira ke 
hint maine hi diya na? 

DINO
O really! Aur yahan Shetty ke 
saamne khade hoke jaan ki baazi 
kisne lagayee, haan?

KARISHMA
Koi favor nahi kiya, ok. Apne 
matlab se aye ho  

DINO
To fayeda sirf mera ho raha hai 
kya? 

ROSE'S V.O TAKES OVER WITH DIFFERENT VISUALS- 128

ROSE (V.O.)
Well, almost a happy ending! 
Almost isliye kyunki mostly saari  
cheezein sort out ho gayin 

*A shot of Pradeep patting Dhananjay's shoulder and he 
smiles. Mridula is pleasantly shocked and teary eyed
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MRIDULA
Inhone smile ki..

ROSE (V.O CONT.)
Aur kuch.. 

*A shot of Mahesh sitting defiantly in the vacant mandap. 
Dino and Karishma are making weird plans/not agreeing - as 
they walk out. Uzi brings his bike, K takes the pup from 
Juhi and Milind taking pictures.  

ROSE (V.O CONT.) (CONT’D)
Anyway, yeh bhi clear ho gaya ke 
D & K truly made for each other 
hain.. definitely, maybe.  

EXT. HIGHWAY SOMEWHERE129

Rose's last words overlap on the bike cruising on the ghats 
with Karishma, Dino and Tom. They are headed nowhere in 
particular

                           - Arif Ali. 10th January, 2014.
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